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ABSTRACT
This report describes the mineral commodities in the Western Cape Province focussing on those
which are currently economic or potentially economic. A comprehensive database was compiled
involving a total of 2461 mineral points representing 37 commodities. Twenty six of these are
economic or potentially economic. Some 18 commodities are currently exploited and are
dominated by construction materials, namely stone aggregate, brick clay, building sand and
gravel, which in 2013, accounted for 155 or 73 per cent of the 211 working mines in the Western
Cape. Stone aggregate is exploited from Table Mountain Group sandstone, granite of the Cape
Granite Suite and metamorphosed shale (hornfels) of the Malmesbury Group. Resources are
enormous. Brick clay is derived from residual clay of the Malmesbury, Gifberg, Kaaimans and
Bokkeveld Groups and the Kirkwood Formation over most of the province except the Karoo,
where alluvium is exploited on a small scale. Building sand from windblown dunes, hillwash and
alluvial sediments is present over most of the province except the northeastern part, which is
underlain by Karoo Supergroup sedimentary rocks and dolerite. Active mining is concentrated in
the Greater Cape Town area, but the resources are limited with possible alternatives being
sourced from crushed sandstone of the Table Mountain Group or from windblown and alluvial
sands in southern Namaqualand. Gravel is derived from a variety of rocks and sediments and
from ferricrete throughout the province. Limestone and dolomite are important commodites with
the former exploited for cement, metallurgical flux, chemicals, water purification, agricultural
lime and building lime and the latter for metallurgical flux, agricultural lime and refractories.
They occur in the western and southern parts of the province in the Gifberg, Vanrhynsdorp,
Malmesbury and Kango Groups with limestone also present in the Prospect Hill, Langebaan,
Velddrif, Wankoe and De Hoopvlei Formations. There were 19 working mines in 2013 and the
resources are enormous. Alluvial and marine placer diamonds are present in the northwestern part
of the province, but only the marine placers in the foreshore northwest of Donkin’s Bay are
viable with 9 working operations in 2013. Heavy minerals containing the economic minerals
zircon, ilmenite and rutile, occur in beach and aeolian placers along the west coast north of
Dwarskersbos. Only two viable deposits have been discovered, the unworked Geelwal Karoo
deposit and Namakwa Sands northwest of Lutzville, which has been mined since 1994.
Dimension stone in the form of granite is exploited from granite of the Paarl Pluton and from
granite of the Namaqualand Metamorphic Province in the northwestern part of the province.
There were two working mines in 2013 and resources are large. Silica sand, which is used for
glass manufacture and foundry sand, is present in the Philippi, Atlantis and Hopefield areas. It is
exploited from single sites in Philippi and Atlantis and resources are large with 315 million tons
of silica sand being calculated for Philippi. Bentonite, which is used for soil sealant, drilling mud
and wine and fruit-juice decolourants, occurs in lacustrine mudstone of the Kirkwood Formation
in five rift-related basins between Robertson and Plettenberg Bay. There were five working
mines in 2013 and the resources are large. Plastic clays of Tertiary age, which comprise
transported sedimentary clays rich in kaolinite, form several small deposits in the Greater Cape
Town area and near Albertinia. They are exploited for use as a plasticiser and strengthener in the
brickmaking industry with four mines operational in 2013. There are probably sufficient
resources for about 50 years. Gypsum occurs in the northwestern part of the province and in the
Whitehill Formation in the Karoo region. In the former region, the grade is high and it was
exploited for plaster, cement retarder and soil conditioner with only one mine working at present
near Vanrhynsdorp. Resources of about 9 million tons have been calculated. In the latter region,
the grade is lower and only suitable for soil conditioner, where it is exploited at a site some 60
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km northeast of Ceres. Salt occurs in the coastal salt pans and was formerly exploited on a large
scale. It is now exploited from artificial pans in the Berg River Estuary at Velddrif and in two
pans supplied by water from saline boreholes. Kaolin derived from granites in the Greater Cape
Town, Vredenburg and southern Namaqualand areas was formerly exploited on a moderate scale,
but due to the substitution of ground and precipitated calcium carbonate for kaolin in the paper
industry, it has a reduced economic potential. It is exploited on a small scale for use as a porrel in
the De Punt diamond washing plant near Koekenaap and for brick-making from granite-derived
kaolin northwest of Mossel Bay. Three other commodities are exploited, manganese, lignite and
industrial sand. Manganese was formerly exploited extensively from ore in the Table Mountain
Group between Clanwilliam and Worcester, but the deposits are largely depleted and the quality
is poor due to a high phosphorous content. It is currently mined west of Swellendam. Lignite is
present near Knysna, Cape Town, Velddrif and Koekenaap, but the quality is low due to a high
ash content and the overburden thickness is generally high. It is mined on a small scale near
Kraaifontein for horticultural fertilizer. Industrial sand is used as an additive to cement clinker
and tile cement, but is a very minor component of mining in the Western Cape with the only
mine near Piketberg exploiting the sand for additive to cement clinker.
The remaining 8 out of 26 economic or potentially economic commodities in the Western Cape
Province, are not currently exploited. They comprise rare earth elements, phosphate, uranium,
shale gas, tungsten, dimension stone – sandstone, dimension stone – marble and mineral pigment.
Rare earth elements are only known from the northwestern part of the province. They can be used
for a variety of applications including high-strength steel, metallurgical alloys and as a petroleum
catalyst. The only viable deposit is at Steenkampskraal, 40 km south-southwest of Kliprand,
where the rare earth elements are hosted by the mineral monazite contained within subvertical
quartz veins. A Converted Mining Right has been awarded to one company and the indicated
resources of total rare earth oxides are 67 000 tons grading at 14.12 per cent. Another larger
deposit, Zandkops Drift, lies 3 km into the Northern Cape Province, 34 km northwest of
Bitterfontein. It is a pipe-like breccia body with carbonate dykes and the indicated resources are
22.92 million tons grading at 2.32 per cent total rare earth oxides. Phosphate is present in
Miocene to Pliocene sediments on the western coastal plain of the province from Ysterplaat in
Cape Town to Strandfontein near the mouth of the Olifants River. Only the calcium phosphate
deposits containing the mineral francolite (carbonate fluor-apatite) have economic potential and
three deposits were mined in the Langebaanweg area between 1943 and 1992. A total of fifteen
deposits have been delineated with indicated resources of between 0.05 and 34.8 million tons and
grades between 5.6 and 17 per cent P2O5. Following the increase in price of phosphate for
agricultural fertilizer after 2007, several companies have prospected some of the deposits and
their economic potential is considered to be high. Uranium, the main application of which is as a
fuel in nuclear power stations, is present in sandstone of the Beaufort Group in the northeastern
part of the province. The deposits are relatively small with most containing identified resources
of less than 1000 tons uranium at a grade of 0.076 per cent U. Molybdenum is present in some
deposits and the total identified resources in the province are 20 000 tons U and 28 000 tons Mo.
Intense exploration occurred during the period 1976 – 1979, when the price of uranium attained a
plateau of $110/lb U3O8 and this was renewed when the price attained $137/lb U3O8 in 2007.
Despite a drop to between $34 and $55/lb U3O8 over the past two years, this activity is still
continuing and there is a good potential that uranium and molybdenum will be exploited should
the uranium price rise to a sustainable level above $80/lb U3O8. Ore from the relatively small
deposits would have to be trucked to a central processing plant as was the practice on the
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Colorado Plateau during the 1950s. Shale gas occurs in the carbonaceous Whitehill Formation
and the less carbonaceous Prince Albert Formation in the northeastern part of the province.
Comprehensive exploration and research is required in order to determine the economic viability
of the shale gas, but by comparing shale volumes to those of the gas producing Barnett Shale in
Texas, an estimated resource of 73 trillion cubic feet of gas was calculated. Tungsten resulting
from hydrothermal activity associated with intrusion of the Cape Granite Suite magmas, has been
discovered near George, Robertson, Cape Town and Piketberg with the latter named Riviera,
being the largest and only potentially-economic deposit. It is located 23 km north-northwest of
Piketberg and the ore occurs in the cupola of a granite pluton and the surrounding Malmesbury
Group wall rocks. Tungsten is hosted in the mineral scheelite and molybdenum in the mineral
molybdenite and rare earth elements in the mineral allanite are also present. The probable
reserves are 99 360 tons tungsten at a grade of 0.216 per cent WO3, 9 200 tons molybdenum at a
grade of 0.02 per cent Mo and 84 456 rare earth elements at a grade of 0.184 per cent REE. A
pre-feasibility study is underway. Sandstone from the Peninsula Formation has been exploited for
building stone over a period of about 150 years and is still quarried intermittently from a site 19
km southwest of Clanwilliam. The Cape Peninsula was the main producer, but the sandstone is
no longer so popular and is principally used for dry stone walling, paving slabs and rarely
building stone. Resources are enormous, being concentrated in the region between Piketberg and
Vanrhynsdorp where the strata are gently dipping and have not been sheared or fractured due to
tectonism from the Cape Orogeny. Marble resulting from metamorphism of limestone is present
in the Widouw Formation centred on Vanrhynsdorp and in the Cango Group near De Rust,
northeast of Oudtshoorn. The Vanrhynsdorp marble was exploited for building stone, floor tiles
and cladding between 1918 and 1996, but it became unpopular. The De Rust marble was
exploited on a small scale during the early 1900s, but the deposits are small. Should the
Vanrhynsdorp marble become fashionable again, there are still considerable resources south of
Vanrhynsdorp. Mineral pigment includes all coloured natural earths that are used as pigments in
the manufacture of oil and water paints, and for imparting colour to cement, tiles and other
products. Mineral pigments occur in weathered shale of the Bokkeveld Group between
Bredasdorp and Albertinia and were exploited for over 100 years with the last pit closing in 2007
near Riversdale. Synthetic pigment is replacing the in situ source and there is very limited
potential for further exploitation.
Eleven of the known thirty seven mineral commodities in the Western Cape Province have no
economic potential at present. Seven of these commodities were formerly exploited, but have
either been completely exploited, namely tin, gold and pseudocoal, or are no longer profitable
due to changing economic conditions, namely iron, silcrete, mixed-layer clays and dimension
stone – hornfels. The other four mineral commodities are sepiolite, kieselguhr, nickel and
pyrophyllite.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the mineral commodities in the Western Cape Province, which are currently
economic or potentially economic for exploitation. The project originated from a commercial
project, number CO-2005-0861 with J. Horn as project leader. This project was designed to
assess the economic potential of industrial minerals in South Africa on a provincial level. For the
Western Cape Province, investigations commenced in 2008 and a presentation entitled
“Important industrial minerals in the Western Cape Province, South Africa” was given by D.I.
Cole from limited data at the third Industrial Minerals Symposium in Johannesburg on 31 July
2008 (Cole, 2008). Slow progress was made on both the industrial minerals in the Western Cape
and nationally and in September 2009, this project was changed to a statutory project entitled
“Industrial minerals of the Western Cape Province” with the project number ST-2010-1079.
Meetings were held with representatives from the Western Cape Regional Office of the
Department of Mineral Resources, Western Cape Province (Department of Environmental and
Spatial Planning; Department of Agriculture), City of Cape Town (Environmental Resource
Management), Cape Nature, South African National Biodiversity Institute and World Wildlife
Fund, Cape Town between December 2010 and February 2011, since there were concerns about
land use changes for mining and the preservation of rare flora. It was important to include all
mineral types and not just industrial minerals and the project was therefore expanded. A
presentation entitled “Mineral resources of the Western Cape Province” was given by D.I. Cole at
a workshop organised by the Department of Mineral Resources, Western Cape Province in
Bellville on 2 December 2010. The importance of completing a study of the mineral commodities
and their distribution was supported by a request from Environmental Resource Management,
City of Cape Town, for digital data on the economic and potentially economic mineral resource
fields in the City of Cape Town’s administrative area. This request resulted in a commercial
project and compilation of a report entitled “Specialist report on the remaining extent and status
of mineral resources in the City of Cape Town”, which was completed in June 2011.
Furthermore, the results of the project were later utilised in 2012 in order to compile a report on
the mineral potential of a proposed Knersvlakte Biosphere Reserve at the request of the
Department of Mineral Resources, Western Cape Province, Cape Nature and the World Wildlife
Fund (Cole, 2012). This was made in an attempt to avoid sterilisation of economically-important
mineral commodities.
A total of twenty six mineral commodities with an economic or potentially economic viability for
exploitation out of thirty seven have been delineated in the Western Cape Province. In
approximate order of economic importance and present exploitation status, these comprise stone
aggregate, brick clay, building sand, limestone, dolomite, diamonds, heavy minerals, rare earth
elements, silica sand, plastic clay, gypsum, bentonite, salt, phosphate, dimension stone – granite,
dimension stone – sandstone, gravel, kaolin, industrial sand, uranium, shale gas, tungsten,
dimension stone – marble, mineral pigment, lignite and manganese. The distribution of the sites
of each mineral commodity was captured on a database (Xcel format) and in those areas where
numerous discrete or discontinuous mineral sites occur, a resource field was drawn to encompass
these entities. Their distribution was compiled as separate layers on ARC-GIS and three maps of
the Western Cape have been drawn to show the distribution of the various mineral commodity
resource fields, totalling nineteen, as well as the distribution of individual working mines,
abandoned mines and the sites of mineral deposits having an economic or future economic
potential. Each mineral commodity is described systematically in terms of its location, extent and
economic viability. A description and status of the other eleven mineral commodities present in
the Western Cape are also given.
1

2.

METHODS OF STUDY

The distribution and areal extent of the resource fields were captured from a variety of sources
and drawn manually on stable transparent paper on scales of 1:50 000, 1:250 000 and 1:1 million.
Although nineteen fields have been delineated, these represent only seventeen mineral
commodities with stone aggregate being separated into granite, Malmesbury Group hornfels and
Table Mountain Group sandstone. The manually-drawn fields were scanned and input onto ARCGIS as shape files. Some of the fields, namely stone aggregate – Table Mountain Group
sandstone, gravel, including ferricrete, limestone and gypsum, were already delineated on
published and unpublished 1:50 000-scale geological maps and published 1:250 000-scale
geological maps and could be quickly captured. The resource fields were constrained and verified
by use of the Council for Geoscience’s mineral database, SAMINDABA, which has the
following information for each mineral site: 1) Locality details; 2) Deposit size and status of
deposit; 3) Level of exploration; 4) Level of exploitation; 5) Host rocks and their stratigraphy; 6)
Ore body size and description; 7) Level of sampling, geochemistry and grade of mineral
commodity in ore and; 8) Data references. The comprehensive databases and description of
mineral deposits and resource fields for the 1:250 000-scale published 3318 Cape Town (Cole,
2003) and 3222 Sutherland (Cole and Vorster, 1999) metallogenic maps, as well as the
unpublished 3118 Calvinia (Cole, 2013) and 3218 Clanwilliam (Cole, in preparation)
metallogenic maps were also utilised.
Information on each individual mineral commodity at a specific locality is contained on an Xcel
database that was derived from SAMINDABA and the databases of the four metallogenic maps
referred to above. Further information was derived from the Department of Mineral Resources
Directory of operating mines and quarries (Motsoenyane, 2011; Lourens, 2012, 2013) and from
perusal of Google Earth images for the verification of quarry/pit positions and the identification
of new exploited mineral deposits. The Xcel database has the following fields: 1) MAPID; 2)
UNIQUE REFERENCE NUMBER; 3) PROJECTION; 4) TOPOGRAPHIC SHEET (1:10 000scale); 5) LONGITUDE (degrees.decimal); 6) LATITUDE (degrees.decimal); 7) LONGITUDE
(degrees minutes seconds); 8) LATITUDE (degrees minutes seconds); 9) ELEVATION; 10)
LOCALITY UNCERTAINTY; 11) COMMODITY REFERENCE POINT; 12) COMMODITY
1; 13) COMMODITY 2; 14) COMMODITY 3; 15) COMMODITY 4; 16) COMMODITY 5; 17)
SIZE OF RESOURCE; 18) SCALE OF RESOURCE; 19) COMMODITY STATUS; 20)
DEPOSIT NAME; 21) MINE NAME; 22) AZIMUTH OF ORE BODY; 23) COMMODITY
MORPHOLOGY SYMBOL; 24) TYPE OF MINE; 25) CONFIDENTIALITY; 26) YEAR OF
FIRST MINE PRODUCTION; 27) YEAR OF LAST MINE PRODUCTION; 28)
CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION; 29) PRODUCTION UNIT; 30) PRODUCTION PERIOD; 31)
HOST ROCK; 32) LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC NAME; 33) LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC RANK;
34) COMMODITY OWNER; 35) ADDRESS (4 fields); 36) TELEPHONE; 37) FAX; 38) CELL
NUMBER; 39) FARM NAME; 40) FARM NUMBER; 41) REGISTRATION DISTRICT; 42)
PROVINCE; 43) COMMENTS/DESCRIPTION; 44) COMPILER; 45) DATE OF
COMPILATION.
The nineteen resource fields identified in the Western Cape Province were plotted on maps at a
scale of 1:1 million and the localities of working mines, abandoned mines and mineral deposits
having an economic or future economic potential were also plotted on these maps as derived
from the Xcel database. Mineral occurrences in the form of outcrops or borehole intersections
were plotted.
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St = Stone Aggregate; CS = Brick Clay; QB = Building Sand; Ls = Limestone; Do = Dolomite;
DA = Diamonds; HM = Heavy Minerals; RE = Rare Earth Elements; QG = Silica Sand; QF =
Foundry Sand; CL = Plastic Clay; Gy = Gypsum; CB = Bentonite; Na = Salt; P = Phosphate;
MA = Dimension Stone – granite; MQ = Dimension Stone – sandstone (Table Mountain
Group); RM = Ferricrete and Gravel; CK = Kaolin; QI = Industrial Sand; U = Uranium; W =
Tungsten; MM = Dimension Stone – marble; O = Mineral Pigment; L = Lignite; Mn =
Manganese; Fe = Iron; QS = Silcrete; Cy = Clay (General); CA = Sepiolite; Pc = Pseudocoal;
MS = Dimension Stone – slate (Malmesbury Group); Sn = Tin; Au = Gold; Ni = Nickel

Figure 1: Rotated bar-graph showing number of working mines, former mines and deposits
of 35 mineral commodities in the Western Cape Province updated until 2013.
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3.

MINERAL COMMODITIES

In terms of mineral exploitation, construction materials, namely stone aggregate, brick clay,
building sand and ferricrete/gravel, make up the majority of active mines in the Western Cape
Province and for the year 2013, 155 deposits were mined out of a total of 211 or 73 per cent (Fig.
1). These mines are normally located near urban centres, particularly Cape Town.
3.1

Stone Aggregate

Stone aggregate is crushed rock generally coarser than 6.7 mm and, by definition, at least 85 per
cent of the crushed material must be retained on a square sieve of this size (South African Bureau
of Standards, 2006). It is used for road construction, concrete aggregate and ballast. Quartz-rich
rocks produce a good-quality aggregate and in the Western Cape these are sourced from the
Table Mountain Group sandstone, granite and Malmesbury Group hornfels (Roux, 1998; Cole,
2003). Stone aggregate is also produced from dolomite as a bi-product (section 3.5). In 2012,
thirty one stone aggregate quarries were active (Fig. 1).
3.1.1 Table Mountain Group sandstone
Table Mountain Group sandstone is present in the southern part of the province between
Plettenberg Bay and Somerset West and in the western part from Stellenbosch to Vredendal (Map
1). The quartzitic sandstones of the Piekenierskloof, Peninsula and Skurweberg Formations are
the only rock types suitable for concrete aggregate since they contain abundant recrystallised
quartz and produce good cubical crusher material (Biggs and Du Cann, 1979; Roberts et al.,
2008). The other sandstone formations of the Table Mountain Group contain muscovite, which is
deleterious in concrete aggregate (Biggs and Du Cann, 1979), and thin interbedded shale and
siltstone, which means that their stone aggregate applications are limited to road construction and
fill. Resource fields were drawn to correspond with the distribution of the higher-quality
Piekenierskloof, Peninsula and Skurweberg Formations (Map 1).
Five quarries exploit quartzitic sandstone of the Skurweberg Formation in the southern part of the
province from sites near Grabouw, Caledon, Bredasdorp and Knysna (Fig. 2), and two quarries
exploit the Peninsula Formation near George and Plettenberg Bay. Quartzitic sandstone of the
(1): Piekenierskloof Formation was formerly exploited from three quarries near Lambert’s Bay
and Elands Bay; (2) Peninsula Formation was formerly exploited from two quarries on the Cape
Peninsula and one near Vredendal; and (3) Skurweberg Formation was formerly exploited from
two quarries near Riversdale and one near Bredasdorp. The resources of the quartzitic sandstone
are enormous.
Lower quality sandstone of the Table Mountain Group is exploited from the Rietvlei Formation
near Villiersdorp. It was formerly exploited from the Nardouw Subgroup at three quarries near
Clanwilliam, from the Graafwater Formation near Clanwilliam and Doring Bay and from the
Baviaanskloof Formation at two quarries near Riversdale and one near Mossel Bay (Map 1).
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Figure 2: Driefontein Quarry 4 km south-southeast of Bredasdorp. Quartzitic sandstone of
the Skurweberg Formation is exploited for stone aggregate. Quarry face is 6 m high.

3.1.2 Granite
Granite of Pan-African age (Cape Granite Suite 550 – 510 Ma) is present in the Greater Cape
Town region, the Vredenburg Peninsula and environs and the George area, whereas older (~ 1100
Ma) granites of the Namaqualand Metamorphic Complex are present in the northwestern part of
the province north of Vredendal. With an increase in the specification constraints, the only
granites suitable for concrete aggregate are fine- or medium-grained, equigranular and coarsegrained porphyritic with small phenocrysts. The coarse-grained granites, containing large alkali
feldspar phenocrysts, which are common in the Cape Granite Suite, are unsuitable for concrete
aggregate due to them being subject to disintegration. The presence of muscovite and shearing in
the granites is also deleterious for concrete aggregate (South African Bureau of Standards, 1994).
These deficiencies rule out the older granites in the northwestern part of the province and many
of the other granites in the southwest and near George. Resource fields were drawn to encompass
the following: 1) a fine-grained equigranular granite located between 5 and 12 km north and
between 2 and 4 km southeast of Malmesbury, and named the Paardeberg Granite (Siegfried,
1999a), which is exploited at one locality, Rheebok Quarry (Cole, 2003; Lourens, 2013); 2) a
fine- to medium-grained equigranular granite located at Rondeberg, some 24 km northwest of
Atlantis, which was quarried for stone aggregate between 1978 and 1981 for concrete
manufacture at Koeberg Nuclear Power Station (Brink, 1981) and is named the Rondeberg
Granite (Siegfried, in press); 3) a medium- to coarse-grained porphyritic granite with small
phenocrysts in the region of Langebaan – Vredenburg and named the Vredenburg Granite
(Siegfried, 2006), which is quarried at two localities (Fig. 3) and was formerly mined at six sites;
4) a coarse-grained, porphyritic granite, which forms four resource fields between 6 and 15 km
north-northwest of Atlantis and which was formerly exploited from Mamre Quarry for concrete
aggregate and road-construction material (Minerals Bureau, 1987); and 5) a medium-grained,
equigranular granite, which forms two resource fields between 2 and 5 km northwest of Darling
and which was formerly exploited at one quarry 3 km northwest of Darling for road material
5

(Visser and Schoch, 1973; Cole, 2003). The resources are large and should be sufficient for at
least 100 years.

Figure 3: Saldanha Quarry near Vredenburg excavated into approximately 60 m of
medium- to coarse-grained, porphyritic granite of the Vredenburg Granite. This granite is
quarried for concrete aggregate and road construction materials.

Lower quality granites are also quarried in the Western Cape Province for road construction and
fill. A medium-grained, biotite-rich, equigranular granite named the Slippers Bay Granite
(Siegfried, 2006) is exploited from one locality northeast of Vredenburg and a medium- to
coarse-grained, gneissic granite (Geological Survey, 1975; Visser et al., 1981) is exploited from a
site between Malmesbury and Darling. A coarse-grained porphyritic granite is presently exploited
at Kraaibosch Quarry, 7 km southeast of George (Lourens, 2013), for road aggregate and fill,
since the presence of muscovite and large (up to 100 mm) alkali feldspar phenocrysts are
deleterious for concrete aggregate (South African Bureau of Standards, 1994; Roberts et al.,
2008).
In the past, inferior coarse-grained, porphyritic granite was quarried for road construction and fill
at two localities in the Cape Peninsula, one locality near Stellenbosch, one near Brackenfell, eight
in the Darling – Malmesbury region and eleven in the Langebaan – Paternoster region (Cole,
2003, in preparation). A medium-grained granite porphyry named the Jacobsbaai Granite
Porphyry (Siegfried, 2009) was also quarried at three sites southwest of Saldanha (Visser and
Schoch, 1973; Cole, 2003) and sheared, gneissic granite of the Namaqualand Metamorphic
Province at two sites northwest of Vredendal for road construction (Cole, 2013).
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3.1.3 Malmesbury Group hornfels
The Malmesbury Group hornfels is a dense hard rock that occurs within the zone of thermal
metamorphism close to contacts with the intrusive granites of the Cape Granite Suite, i.e. the
metamorphic aureole. Hornfelsic, quartzitic, argillaceous sandstone referred to as metagraywacke, forms the best quality aggregate, which is used for concrete manufacture, road
construction and ballast (Cole, 2003). The meta-graywackes contain less illite (± 12 %) than the
hornfelsic pelites or meta-pelites (± 29 %) with the illite having the ability to change to swelling
clays, which are deleterious when the aggregate is used for base course road aggregate (Gresse
and Mulholland, 1990). Resource fields are present in the Tygerberg Hills, at Blouberg, on the
southwestern side of the Kuils River Batholith near Eerste River, on the extreme southern margin
of the Stellenbosch Batholith, near Somerset West, on the western and southern sides of the Paarl
Pluton, on the northern and western margins of the Malmesbury Batholith and on the
northeastern side of the Vredenburg Batholith near St Helena Bay (Meissner, 1975; De Villiers,
1980; Hill et al. 1992; Siegfried, 1993; Cole, 2003, in preparation).
Four working quarries are located in meta-graywacke in the Tygerberg Hills (Fig. 4) and one in
meta-pelite and meta-graywacke (Peak Quarry) near Eerste River (Lourens, 2013). The inferred
resources of meta-pelite and meta-graywacke are enormous and probably total several billion tons
(Hill et al., 1992; Cole, 2003). Meta-graywacke was previously exploited from three quarries in
the Tygerberg Hills, but meta-pelite was formerly the predominant source of stone aggregate
from ten quarries in the northern part of the Cape Peninsula, three quarries near Somerset West,
three quarries near Tyger Valley and Parow, one quarry west of Paarl Mountain (Windmill
Quarry), one quarry northwest of Mamre, one quarry east of Malmesbury and one quarry north of
Moorreesburg (Map 1; Cole, 2003).
3.1.4 Other sources of stone aggregate
Other rock types have been used in the Western Cape for locally-required road construction
material and fill, but normally do not meet the specifications for concrete manufacture and
bituminous surfacing (Netterberg, 1998). Quartzite-rich conglomerate of the Enon Formation is
quarried at Phantom Quarry near Knysna and of the Buffelskloof Formation at two quarries near
Mossel Bay (Meissner, 1986; Viljoen and Malan, 1993). It was formerly quarried from the Enon
Formation conglomerate at two sites near Swellendam and three sites near Plettenberg Bay.
Sandstone of the Hex River Formation (Bokkeveld Group) is quarried at Volmoed Quarry,
southwest of Oudtshoorn for road construction and fill (Fig. 5). Fluvial terrace gravels are
quarried near Prince Alfred Hamlet, Rawsonville and Riversdale for most aggregate applications
and these gravels were formerly quarried northwest of Franschhoek and south of Paarl.
Limestone of the Norree Formation is quarried near Robertson (Keurkloof Quarry) and andesite
of the Brandwacht Formation is quarried near Worcester (Brewelskloof Quarry; Lourens, 2013).
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Figure 4: Google Earth image dated 9/5/2012 of Tygerberg Quarry located in the
Tygerberg Hills some 6 km west of Durbanville. Quarry is about 140 m deep and exploits
hornfelsic, quartzitic, argillaceous sandstone (meta-graywacke) of the Malmesbury Group
for concrete aggregate and road construction materials.

Dolerite was formerly exploited at Beaufort West for railway ballast and road construction
material, including bituminous surfacing, and at 43 km northwest of Murraysburg for
refurbishment of the N1 national road. Fine-grained quartzite of the Aties Formation was
quarried at a site 1 km west of Lutzville for road construction material between 1960 and 1978
(Cole, 2013). Siliceous dolomite of the Bloupoort Formation was quarried for road construction
material at a site 3 km west of Vanrhynsdorp (Cole, 2013). Shale of the Tygerberg Formation was
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quarried near Philadelphia and sandstone of the Franschhoek Formation was quarried northwest
of Franschhoek for road construction material (Cole, 2003). Conglomerate of the Klipheuwel
Group was formerly exploited for road construction material and fill from quarries near
Klapmuts, Klipheuwel and Elands Bay (Cole, 2003, in preparation). Shale of the Cedarberg
Formation was quarried for construction of the Buffelsrivier Dam wall 3 km northeast of Pringle
Bay (Cole, 2003). Sandstone of the Blinkberg Formation near Ladismith and of the Floriskraal
Formation near Robertson was previously exploited for road construction material. Diamictite of
the Dwyka Group was formerly quarried from a site 3 km north of Laingsburg for road
construction material (Netterberg, 1998).

Figure 5: Volmoed Quarry 18 km southwest of Oudtshoorn. Sandstone of the Hex River
Formation is exploited for road construction and fill material. Quarry face is 20 m high.
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In conclusion, the Western Cape Province is well endowed with source rocks that meet all
applications for stone aggregate, excluding the Great Karoo region between Touws River,
Beaufort West and Murraysburg (Map 1). However, the latter region contains resources of Karoo
dolerite and Dwyka Group diamictite, which can be used for most applications except concrete
manufacture.
3.2

Brick Clay

Clays suitable for brick-making material must contain the essential minerals kaolinite, quartz and
illite (Heckroodt, 1991). Kaolinite has good sintering characteristics, while quartz acts as a
stabiliser and illite produces plasticity (Van Strijp, 1998). In the Western Cape Province, clays
meeting these parameters comprise residual clay of the Malmesbury Group shale between Cape
Town, Ceres and Hopefield (Fig. 6; Cole, 2003), residual clay of the Gifberg Group schist near
Klawer, where a major northwest-trending fault has enhanced the weathering process (Cole,
2013), residual clay of the Saasveld Formation schist and phyllite in the George area (Roberts et
al., 2008) and residual clay of the Kirkwood Formation mudstone within three small basins,
which also contain bentonite, between: 1) Heidelberg and Riversdale; 2) north of Mossel Bay
(Fig. 7); and 3) west of Plettenberg Bay (Map 2). Residual clay of the Kirkwood Formation
mudstone is used for brick-making at Oudtshoorn (Fig. 8) and at Swellendam (Map 2). It was
possible to delineate resource fields between Cape Town, Ceres and Hopefield, in the George
area and in the three basins containing Kirkwood Formation with the latter coinciding with
bentonite resource fields (Map 2).

Figure 6: Pit, 20 m deep, in residual clay of Malmesbury Group pelite. McMillan Bricks, 7
km south-southwest of Paarl.
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Figure 7: Pit, 25 m deep, in residual clay derived from mudstone of the Kirkwood
Formation. Rheebok Bricks, 15 km north-northeast of Mossel Bay.

Figure 8: Pit about 8 m deep, in residual clay derived from mudstone of the Kirkwood
Formation. Kango Stene Brickworks, 8 km northeast of Oudtshoorn.
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The residual clays normally underlie flat or gently-inclined, palaeo-erosion surfaces capped by
thin (< 2 m) ferricretes and silcretes that represent prolonged pedogenic processes (Partridge and
Maud, 1987). For the Malmesbury Group residual clay, illite is generally a minor component
(Heckroodt, 1980, 1991) and in order to improve the plasticity, sedimentary plastic (ball) clay of
Late Tertiary age is added (see section 3.10).
Other poorer-quality clays are also used for brick-making in the Western Cape, but only stock
bricks can be produced. These comprise kaolinitic clays from residual weathering of granite of
the Cape Granite Suite between Cape Town and Paternoster and 20 km northwest of Mossel Bay,
kaolinitic clays from residual weathering of the Bokkeveld Group shales in the southern part of
the province (Fig. 9), quartz- and feldspar-saprolite on granite of the George Pluton southwest of
George (Roberts et al., 2008) and alluvium east of Beaufort West (Cole, 2006).
There are currently twenty two working clay pits in the good-quality clays described above and
twelve in the poor-quality clays (Fig. 1; Map 2). There are abundant resources of brick clay in the
province.

Figure 9: Pit excavated into a maximum thickness of 20 metres of kaolinitic and
carbonaceous residual clay derived from shale of the Bokkeveld Group. Kleine Zanddrift
Bricks, 8 km east-southeast of Napier.

3.3

Building Sand

Most building sand is exploited from the Greater Cape Town area where there are presently 32
out of a total of 76 working pits and 150 out of a total of 239 abandoned pits (Fig. 1). The
building sand, which must be quartz-rich and contain negligible organic material and chloride, is
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used for mortar, plaster and concrete manufacture (Cole and Viljoen, 2001). For mortar and
plaster, the sand texture should be less than 4750 microns with a maximum dust (< 75 microns)
content for mortar of 12.5 per cent by mass and for plaster of 7.5 per cent by mass (South African
Bureau of Standards, 2009). For concrete, 90 per cent of the sand by mass should be less than
4750 microns with a maximum dust (< 75 microns) content of 5 per cent by mass (South African
Bureau of Standards, 2006). The sands are therefore very fine- to very coarse-grained or finegrained to granule in the case of concrete sand. These sands are present over most of the
province, but are generally absent in areas underlain by Karoo Supergroup sedimentary rocks and
dolerite between Laingsburg, Beaufort West and Murraysburg. Economically-viable transport
distances for building sand are in the order of 80 km (Cole and Viljoen, 2001).
In the Greater Cape Town area, plaster and mortar sand is obtained from north-northwesttrending hairpin parabolic dunes of the Holocene Witzand Formation in the Philippi area (Cole,
2011a) and from similar northwest-trending dunes in the region west of Macassar (Fig. 10; Cole
and Viljoen, 2001), whereas concrete sand is obtained from hillwash deposits with an average
thickness of 0.85 metres, in the region south and southwest of Malmesbury and northwest of
Darling (Fig. 11; Cole and Viljoen, 2001). Remaining resources for Philippi are probably in the
order of 10 million tons (Cole, 2011a) and for Macassar, probably in the order of 30 million tons
(Cole and Viljoen, 2001). The remaining inferred resource for the Malmesbury – Darling region
is probably in the order of 20 million tons. A significant resource was sterilised when hairpin
parabolic dunes were flattened during the development of Khayelitsha and the building sand
resources of the Greater Cape Town area will probably be depleted within 20 years. The most
suitable replacement is probably crushed sand from Table Mountain Group sandstone, since
transporting sand over long distances from other sources would be prohibitively expensive (Cole
and Viljoen, 2001). Nine stone aggregate quarries in the Greater Cape Town area and southern
part of the province are already utilising the fine fraction for building sand (Fig. 12). An
alternative future sand source for concrete sand is the fine-grained to granule, fluvial sands along
the narrow valley of the Olifants River from south of Citrusdal to the Clanwilliam Dam (Map 3;
Cole, in preparation). Mortar sand is also present in the Greater Cape Town area east and
northeast of Riebeek-Kasteel in the form of northwest-trending dunes with the sand being
deflated from fluvial sand of the Berg River (Map 3; Cole and Viljoen, 2001). This sand has been
mined on a small scale and inferred resources are about 10 million tons.
In the Saldanha – Vredenburg urban area, all three types of building sand are predominantly
sourced from colluvial and hillwash sands, up to two metres thick, on the eastern margins of
“granite hills” between Vredenburg and St Helena Bay (Map 3; Cole, in preparation). Finergrained aeolian sand of the Springfontyn Formation between Velddrif and Hopefield is also
suitable for mortar sand (Meissner, 1975). There are apparently significant remaining resources
to meet the needs of this urban area for at least twenty years (Cole, in preparation). In the
Vredendal urban area, dune sands north of the town meet the specifications for mortar sand and
are exploited at one site (Cole, 2013). An inferred mineral resource of 1200 million tons has been
calculated (Cole, 2013; Map 3). For plaster and concrete sand, very fine-grained to gritty sand is
exploited from ephemeral river channels between Vanrhynsdorp and Vredendal and east of
Strandfontein (Fig. 13). There are sufficient resources for at least twenty years (Cole, 2013).
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Figure 10: Olympic Sand Mine, Macassar. Aeolian dune sand, up to 20 m thick, is mined
for mortar sand.

Figure 11: Alexanderfontein Sand Mine, 2 km north-northwest of Darling. Hillwash sand, 2
m thick, rests on sporadic ferricrete and granite.
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Figure 12: Display of crushed products from quartzitic sandstone of the Skurweberg
Formation, Palmiet Quarry, 2 km southwest of Grabouw. Products comprise coarse
aggregate with the exception of the white fine aggregate, which is used for concrete sand.

Figure 13: Cornelissen Sand Mine, 3 km west of Vanrhynsdorp. Alluvial sand up to 2 m
thick is exploited for mortar sand from the channel of the ephemeral Troe-Troe River.
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In the Port Beaufort - Mossel Bay – George - Knysna area, mortar- and plaster-grade building
sand is derived from coast-parallel dunes, up to 54 metres high, of the Strandveld Formation
(Roberts et al., 2006, 2008) and decalcified sand of the aeolianites of the Wankoe Formation west
of Mossel Bay (Geological Survey, 1979, 1993a, 1993b, 1993c). Concrete-grade sand is
exploited from hillwash, colluvial and alluvial sands from the area between Herbertsdale and
Groot Brak River. Resource fields of these various sand types have been delineated (Map 3) and
the total resource is very large.
3.4

Limestone

Limestone occurs in the western and southern portions of the province and can be divided into a
high-grade and a low-grade component. High-grade limestone is present in the Kango Group
north of Oudtshoorn, the Malmesbury Group near Robertson, Riebeek-West and Piketberg, in the
Gifberg and Vanrhynsdorp Groups in the vicinity of Vanrhynsdorp and Vredendal, and in the
Prospect Hill Formation between Saldanha and Paternoster (Map 1). Low-grade limestone is
present in the De Hoopvlei, Wankoe and Waenhuiskrans Formations between Stanford and
Mossel Bay and in the Langebaan and Velddrif Formations between Cape Town and Velddrif
(Martini, 1987; Cole, 2003, in preparation; Roberts et al., 2006; Map 1).
The limestone in the Kango Group extends east-west for 50 km and grades vary between 91 and
97 per cent CaCO3 making it suitable for cement manufacture, metallurgical flux and chemicals
(Martini, 1987). It occurs in an environmentally-sensitive area and has not been exploited.
Resources are approximately 1000 million tons (Martini, 1987). In the area north of Robertson,
the limestone is phyllitic and locally siliceous with grades varying between 80 and 87 per cent
CaCO3 making the purer limstones suitable for cement manufacture (Martini, 1987). It has not
been exploited, but is quarried at one site for stone aggregate (Fig. 14). The resources are about
60 million tons (Martini, 1987). Near Riebeek-West, a 30 million ton limestone deposit in the
Malmesbury Group with grades between 70 and 90 per cent CaCO3 is exploited for cement
manufacture (Fig.15) and at Piketberg, limestone with a grade between 75 and 90 per cent CaCO3
has been exploited for cement manufacture since 1923 at one abandoned and at one working
quarry (Cole, in preparation). The resource is about 40 million tons with annual production of
one million tons. Limestone from the Gifberg Group near Vredendal – Vanrhynsdorp has grades
exceeding 90 per cent CaCO3 and one deposit with 96 per cent CaCO3, is exploited for water
purification, steel production, building lime and pH control (Fig. 16; Martini, 1987; Cole, 2013).
Limestone of similar grade was formerly exploited from Holrivier Quarry, 6 km east of Lutzville
for cement manufacture (Martini, 1987). Inferred resources of several billion tons have been
estimated, but some of these will be strerilized by a proposed Knersvlakte Biosphere Reserve,
leaving an indicated resource of about 1 500 million tons in the area between Vredendal and
Vanrhynsdorp (Martini, 1987), which lies south of the proposed reserve (Cole, 2012). Limestone
from the Vanrhynsdorp Group occurs on the western and eastern flanks of the Koebee Mountain
ridge, some 25 km east-southeast of Vanrhynsdorp (Map 1). The limestone beds are thinner than
those in the Gifberg Group, being separated by shale, phyllitic shale and calcareous shale
(Martini, 1987). Average grades are relatively high (91 per cent CaCO3) and inferred resources
amount to a few hundred million tons (Martini, 1987). The Prospect Hill Formation is Miocene
in age and consists of a calcarenite that has been well cemented by secondary calcite (Cole, in
preparation). The grade varies between 84 and 95 per cent CaCO3 and it was exploited for
cement manufacture between 1942 and 1980 from three quarries near Saldanha (Fig. 17; Cole,
2003, in preparation). There is a proven reserve of 207 million tons and it was planned to exploit
the limestone again for cement manufacture (Wood, 1997), but this decision is still pending.
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Figure 14: Keurkloof Quarry 3 km northwest of Robertson. Limestone of the Norree
Formation is exploited for stone aggregate, but is too siliceous for limestone applications
such as cement and building lime. Quarry face is about 30 m high.

Figure 15: PPC-Riebeeck Quarry 4 km north-northwest of Riebeek-West. Limestone of the
Berg River Formation is exploited for cement manufacture.
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Figure 16: Vredendal Calcite Quarry (eastern quarry) 11 km east of Vredendal. Limestone
of the Widouw Formation is exploited to a depth of 25 m for paper coating, water
purification, steel production and pH control.

Figure 17: Oranjevlei Quarry 4 km northwest of Saldanha. Limestone (calcarenite) of the
Prospect Hill Formation was exploited for cement manufacture. Quarry face is 6 m high.
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The low-grade limestone between Stanford and Mossel Bay is mostly calcarenite with the
Wankoe Formation being predominant in areal distribution (Geological Survey, 1993a; Roberts
et al., 2006). Calcretes are present and the grade varies between 46 and 91 per cent CaCO3
(Martini, 1987). It is suitable for agricultural lime and building lime and is presently quarried at
three sites (Lourens, 2013). At one site, P & B Limeworks outside Bredasdorp in the Wankoe
Formation, three limestone types are utilised from the quarry, namely calcrete for water
purification, poorly indurated limestone for agricultural lime and well-cemented limestone for
metallurgical flux (Martini, 1987; Agnello, 2004). At Karsrivier Mine, 8 km northeast of
Bredasdorp, limestone of the De Hoopvlei Formation is exploited for agricultural lime and
averages 80 per cent CaCO3 (Agnello, 2004) and at Aglime Limestone Quarry, 12 km southsoutheast of Riversdale (Fig. 18), limestone of the Wankoe Formation is also exploited for
agricultural lime and averages 70 per cent CaCO3 (Agnello, 2004). Total resources for the region
between Stanford and Mossel Bay are about 1200 million tons (Martini, 1987).

Figure 18: Aglime Limestone Quarry 12 km south-southeast of Riversdale. Limestone
(calcarenite) of the Wankoe Formation is exploited for agricultural lime. Quarry face is 15
m high.

The Langebaan Formation between Cape Town and Velddrif is also a calcarenite with calcrete
beds and has grades between 43 and 80 per cent CaCO3 (Martini, 1987; Cole, 2003, in
preparation). The Velddrif Formation is restricted to the Langebaan and Velddrif areas and is a
shell coquina with high grades between 90 and 99 per cent CaCO3 (Wybergh, 1920; Martini,
1987). The Langebaan Formation has been exploited for cement manufacture on the Cape Flats
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up until 1980 by means of upgrading with limestone from Holrivier Quarry, Lutzville and has
also been used for road material (Cole, 2003). It is presently being exploited from one quarry,
Tabakbaai Limestone Quarry, 2 km west of Saldanha, for agricultural lime and feed lime with
CaCO3 averaging 75 to 90 per cent (Agnello, 2004; Lourens, 2013). Resources are in the order of
1000 million tons (Martini, 1987). The Velddrif Formation was formerly exploited for building
lime, agricultural lime, poultry grit, swimming pool chemicals and pharmaceuticals at seven sites
near Velddrif and Saldanha (Fig. 19; Wybergh, 1920; Truter, 1941; Martini, 1987) and is
probably suitable for others, including cement manufacture (Cole, in preparation). Resources are
about 100 Mt.

Figure 19: Exposure of Velddrif Formation in abandoned
quarry north of the R399 provincial road between Velddrif
and Laaiplek. It comprises shell-coquina overlying shelly
limestone with a very fine to silty calcareous matrix.
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Sand dunes of the Witzand Formation along and near the west coast of the Vredenburg Peninsula
are enriched with comminuted shells giving grades of between 63 and 90 per cent CaCO3 (Cole,
in preparation). These are presently exploited at two sites about 5 km west-northwest of Saldanha
for agricultural and feed lime and as a flux in glass manufacture (Johnson, 1978; Martini, 1987;
Lutingh et al., 1998; Agnello, 2004; Lourens, 2013). Total resources are probably about 100
million tons (Visser and Schoch, 1973).
3.5

Dolomite

Dolomite occurs in the Malmesbury Group near Robertson, in the Bridgetown Formation
southeast of Piketberg and in the Gifberg and Vanrhynsdorp Groups in the region of Vredendal
and Vanrhynsdorp (Map 1). The dolomite near Robertson lies 11 km west-northwest of the town
and contains between 82 and 98 per cent dolomite (Martini, 1987). It is quarried at two sites on
the farm Kruispad 12 for agriculture and chemicals, and resources are approximately 2.5 million
tons (Martini, 1987; Agnello, 2004; Lourens, 2013). The dolomite southeast of Piketberg is
almost pure and forms a steeply dipping band, which strikes north-northwest along the Berg
River for 14 km. The width varies from 200 metres to 1 km and a depth to 70 metres has been
proven (Martini, 1987). It is quarried at two sites near Bridgtown, one for metallurgical flux and
the other for stone aggregate and agriculture (Cole, 2003; Agnello, 2004; Lourens, 2013). The
indicated resources are about 100 million tons (Martini and Wilson, 1998). Dolomite in the
Gifberg Group occurs mostly in the Widouw Formation between Klawer, Vanrhynsdorp and
Vredendal (Martini, 1987; Cole, 2013). The high-quality dolomite with specifications of < 0.5 %
Fe2O3, < 0.1 % carbon and < 2 % acid insolubles (mainly quartz), allows it to be used for
refractories, glass flux, metallurgical flux, agricultural lime, paints, adhesives and tiles (Minerals
Bureau, 1998; Agnello, 2004). It is also exploited for stone aggregate and four quarries are
presently operated by Cape Lime (Pty) Ltd. on the farm Vaderlandsche Rietkuil 308 between 6
and 9 km east-southeast of Vredendal (Fig. 20; Cole, 2013). There are ten abandoned quarries in
dolomite in the Klawer – Vredendal area and the remaining resources amount to several hundred
million tons (Martini and Wilson 1998).
Dolomite is present on the western and eastern flanks of the Koebee Mountain ridge, some 25 km
east-southeast of Vanrhynsdorp in the Bloupoort Formation of the Vanrhynsdorp Group (Martini,
1987; Cole, 2013). The dolomite is impure and is interbedded with phyllite (Gresse, 1992). The
inferred resources are less than 10 million tons (Martini, 1987).
3.6

Diamonds

Diamonds are only present in the northwestern part of the province (Map 3) and comprise
alluvial and marine placers. Alluvial placers occur in fluvial deposits of the middle Pliocene
Quagga’s Kop Formation in the Knersvlakte and in fluvial terrace gravels in the Olifants and Hol
River valleys (Cole, 2013). The resource field enclosing these placers forms a “Y” shaped area
that overlies the Hol and Sout River valleys (Map 1). Marine placers occur along the coast
northwest of Donkin’s Bay in gravels that overlie Pliocene to Pleistocene wave-cut terraces and
in gravels within Recent offshore gulleys and potholes (Map 1; De Beer et al., 2002). The
diamonds were derived from an inland kimberlite source via a Late Cretaceous “Karoo River”
that connected the diamondiferous kimberlite region of central South Africa to the Knersvlakte
and mouth of the Olifants River (De Wit, 1999). The existence of this connecting river was
confirmed from the results of low temperature geochronology using apatite fission-track analysis
on basement rocks across which the river was believed to have flowed (Kounov et al., 2008).
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Figure 20: Vredendal Dolomite Quarry (E), 7 km east of Vredendal. Dolomite of the
Widouw Formation is exploited to a depth of 35 m.

In the Quagga’s Kop Formation, the diamondiferous gravel-rich placers are between 1 and 5 m
thick and occur at the base of the gravel-dominated formation resting on an uneven surface of
basement rocks with the placers being concentrated in potholes and gulleys (Fig. 21; Cole, 2013).
The alluvial placers are small, the average grade is only 2 carats per one hundred tons and the
diamond quality is poor compared with the coastal marine placers (De Wit, 1996). Several
deposits were previously exploited, but there is no activity at present (Lourens, 2013). The
diamondiferous placers in fluvial terrace gravels in the Olifants and Hol River valleys have an
average thickness of 2 m and are also small and of low grade (Cole, 2013). They are no longer
exploited. Most of the resource field, which covers the Quagga’s Kop Formation and terrace
gravels in the Hol River valley, falls within the proposed Knersvlakte Biosphere Reserve in
which mining will be prohibited (Cole, 2012).
The diamondiferous marine placers are hosted by gravels overlying five wave-cut terraces, as
well as in gravels, which fill Holocene to Recent gulleys, joints and potholes in bedrock on the
seafloor up to at least 1 km offshore (Visser and Toerien, 1971; Lynn et al., 1998; De Beer et al.,
2002). The highest and oldest diamondiferous gravel lies on the “27 m terrace”, which is of
middle Pliocene age (De Beer et al., 2002). Lower and younger terraces comprise the late
Pliocene “18 m terrace”, the Pleistocene “6 m terrace”, a “2 m terrace” of probable Holocene age
and a “0 to -2 m terrace” of unknown but post middle Pliocene age (De Beer et al., 2002; Cole,
2013). The terrace gravels are between 0.5 and 6.5 m in thickness and rest on an uneven surface
of basement rocks. The gravels generally represent regressive lower shoreface deposits and are
commonly overlain by upper shoreface, beach and, in places, dune sands (De Beer et al., 2002).
The diamondiferous placers occur in the basal part of the gravels, being concentrated in trapsites
such as gulleys and potholes. The wave-cut terraces form a “staircase-like” topography,
particularly in the Doring Bay – Strandfontein area where they are not masked by thick
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overburden (De Beers, 1976). Holocene to Recent diamondiferous gravel that fills gulleys, joints
and potholes in bedrock on the seafloor can be up to 2 m thick and is commonly replenished
following exploitation (Lynn et al., 1998). Sediment and diamonds should be transported
northward in the direction of longshore drift, but the presence of diamondiferous placers up to 24
km south of the Olifants River mouth is thought to be a result of an eddying effect (De Beers,
1976).

Figure 21: Gravel and cross-bedded pebbly sandstone of the Quagga’s Kop Formation
resting unconformably on weathered sandstone and siltstone of the Besonderheid
Formation (Vanrhynsdorp Group) in pit at the abandoned Quaggaskop Diamond Mine, 26
km north of Vanrhynsdorp.

The marine placers are small and grades vary between 0.3 and 218 cpht (Visser and Toerien
1971; De Beers 1976). Mining was initially focussed on the “27 m, 18 m and 6 m terrace” gravels
(Visser and Toerien, 1971; De Beers, 1976), but the mines are all now abandoned (Lynn et al.,
1998). The “2 m terrace” gravels occur sporadically and have previously been mined at two sites.
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The “0 to -2 m terrace” and overlying gravels occur discontinuously along the beach and
normally abut against cliffs composed of Cenozoic sediments (De Beers, 1976). Five deposits
were previously mined using coffer dams. Present mining is concentrated on the diamondiferous
gravel that fills gulleys, joints and potholes in bedrock on the seafloor (Lynn et al., 1998). Some
nine sites are intermittently worked (Fig. 1). Diamond grades are unavailable, but the average
diamond size is largest near the Olifants River mouth at one carat, decreasing southwards to 0.9
stones per carat and northwards to between 3 and 20 stones per carat (Lynn et al. 1998). Gravel
recovery is mainly from within the surf zone and divers are used to direct suction hoses into trap
sites on the seafloor and the sediment is pumped ashore and transported to the processing plant of
Trans Hex Operation (Pty) Ltd at De Punt (Fig. 22; Cole, 2013).

Figure 22: Gulleys, joints and potholes in gneiss of the Little Namaqualand Suite. These
host diamondiferous gravel that is recovered by diver-operated suction hoses in the surf
zone. This site is located 22 km west of Lutzville.

Areas underlain by the 27 m, 18 m, 6 m and 2 m terrace gravels have been extensively explored
and have a low potential for future exploitation (Lynn et al., 1998; De Beer et al., 2002). Between
6 km south and 23 km north-northwest of the Olifants River mouth, beach sands occur in front of
cliffs composed mostly of Cenozoic sediments and there is a potential for further discoveries of
the 0 to -2 m terrace gravel placers. Where the cliff is composed of hard bedrock, this gravel is
generally not present. The Holocene to Recent gravels, which infill gulleys, joints and potholes in
bedrock on the seafloor, have a good potential for further exploitation, since the prospective area
is large and there are indications that sediment in these trapsites is replenished from a submarine
delta that is thought to form when the Olifants River comes down in flood (Lynn et al., 1998).
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3.7

Heavy Minerals

Heavy minerals provide: 1) a source of titanium, which is hosted in the minerals ilmenite, rutile
and leucoxene, which is an alteration product of ilmenite, and 2) a source of zirconium in the
mineral zircon. These minerals have a higher density than quartz and can concentrate in placers,
where they can be economically extracted. Other heavy minerals such as magnetite, monazite,
augite, tourmaline and hematite, are commonly present, but are not processed. In the Western
Cape Province, heavy mineral-bearing sands are present along the west coast north of
Dwarskersbos (Map 1) and take the form of Pliocene and Quaternary beach and aeolian placers,
the latter being derived from deflation of the beach placers (Cilliers, 1995; Cole, 2013, in
preparation). A total of sixteen placers have been discovered, but only two are economicallyviable, the others being small or of low grade (Palmer, 1994; Cilliers, 1995; Macdonald and
Rozendaal, 1995; Wipplinger, 1998; Cole, 2013, in preparation). The largest is Namakwa Sands
some 52 km northwest of Lutzville, which is mostly hosted by aeolian sands (Fig. 23; Map 1;
Palmer, 1994; Cilliers, 1995). The proved and probable reserve at the end of 2011 stood at 457.9
million tons grading at 8.57 per cent heavy minerals (R. Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.).
Exploitation started in September 1994 with an average annual production rate of 12 million tons
of ore (Wipplinger, 1998), which has increased to 21 million tons by 2011 (R. Opperman, 2013,
pers. comm.). The life of the mine is planned to continue until 2030. The primary concentrate is
separated into rutile, zircon and ilmenite concentrates at a mineral separation plant near
Koekenaap before being dispatched by rail to Saldanha, where ilmenite is smelted to produce
titanium slag and pig-iron. At the minerals separation plant, zircon is acid cleaned to remove iron
coatings and is then exported without further beneficiation, although this is planned to be
undertaken locally in the near future (R. Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.). In addition, garnet is
being separated during the ilmenite separation process and the coarser fraction is refined to
produce sandblasting material (R. Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.). The majority of the impure
zircon and leucoxene, together with monazite, pyroxene and garnet are rejected to stockpiles for
possible reclaim. The monazite is known to contain rare earth elements, thorium and uranium (R.
Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.). The other deposit, Geelwal Karoo, is a beach placer 10 km long,
100 m wide and up to 12 m thick. It is located on the farm Geelwal Karoo 262, some 24 km west
of Lutzville (Map 1; Macdonald and Rozendaal, 1995; Cole, 2013). The heavy minerals are
present in seaward-dipping layers between several millimetres and 1.2 m thick and are hosted by
fine- to medium-grained, well sorted, quartzose sand (Fig. 24). Garnet is the most abundant
heavy mineral, comprising up to 40 % of the total sand mass (MacDonald and Rozendaal, 1995).
Other minerals are ilmenite, zircon, rutile, magnetite, augite, tourmaline, leucoxene, hematite,
actinolite and calcite. The heavy mineral sands overlie gravel or bedrock of the Gifberg Group
with the gravel being up to 2.5 m thick and diamondiferous in places. The indicated ore resource
of 4.9 million tons grading at 42.3 per cent heavy minerals, which was defined by the original
exploration company, TransHex Group (MacDonald and Rozendaal, 1995), has been updated in
2006 for the southern part of the beach by Mineral Commodities Ltd. with a tonnage of 2.71
million tons grading at 49.4 per cent heavy minerals (R. Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.).
Additional work is planned to prove and upgrade the original 4.9 million tons of resources to an
exploration target resource of 5 million tons grading at 41.3 per cent heavy minerals with
contributions of 13.6 per cent ilmenite, 3.4 per cent zircon, 0.7 per cent rutile and 18.3 per cent
garnet (R. Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.). If this can be achieved, it is planned to mine 0.5
million tons of ore per annum and recover 38 700 tons of zircon, 5 500 tons of rutile, 100 000
tons of ilmenite and 134 000 tons of by-product garnet per annum for the initial two years of an
envisaged 4 to 5 year life of the mine (R. Opperman, 2013, pers. comm.). The garnet comprises
the almandine variety and could be used as an abrasive (Cole, 2013).
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Figure 23: Namakwa Sands, 52 km northwest of Lutzville, showing primary density
separation and secondary magnetic separation plants in foreground and extensive working
pit in background.

Figure 24: Geelwal Karoo heavy mineral beach placer, 24 km west of Lutzville. The heavy
mineral sands occur on both the foreshore and backshore with the reddish colour being
due to an abundance of garnet.
The potential for finding other deposits along the coastal plain is considered to be low, since
airborne radiometric surveys to locate thorium anomalies and possible monazite were conducted
40 years ago and numerous boreholes have already been drilled through the Cenozoic sediments
that potentially host the heavy minerals, by the Department of Water Affairs, the Geological
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Survey and exploration companies without intersecting anomalous heavy mineral concentrations
(Cole, 2013, in preparation).
3.8

Rare Earth Elements.

Rare earth elements are only found in the northwestern part of the province between 20 and 40
km south of Kliprand (Map 1). They are hosted by the mineral monazite, which occurs in
subvertical veins containing quartz, apatite, chalcopyrite, magnetite and zircon (Andreoli et al.,
1994). The veins trend approximately east-west and are hosted by gneiss of the Namaqualand
Metamorphic Complex. Only the deposit at Steenkampskraal, 40 km south-southwest of
Kliprand (Map 1), is presently economically-viable (Internet, 2012a). This was formerly mined
between 1952 and 1963 when 50 000 tons of monazite concentrate averaging 45 per cent rare
earth elements and 4 per cent thorium oxide were produced (Fig. 25; Andreoli et al., 1994). The
rare earth elements present are cerium, lanthium, neodymium, yttrium, praseodymium, samarium,
gadolinium, dysprosium and erbium and they are used for a variety of applications, e.g. highstrength steel, metallurgical alloys, petroleum catalyst and fluorescent lights (Schürmann and
Harmer, 1998). The purpose of the former mine was to extract thorium for a fertile breeder in
nuclear reactors. A company named Steenkampskraal Monazite Mine (Pty) Ltd, which is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of Great Western Minerals Group, was awarded a Converted Mining
Right in June 2010 permitting mining for a 20 year period (Internet, 2012a). Indicated resources
comprise 81 653 tons of total rare earth oxides and yttrium ore grading at 19.3 per cent total rare
earth oxides and Y2O3 (Internet, 2013a). A preliminary economic assessment has been completed
and a drilling programme is underway (Internet, 2013b). A resource update showed an indicated
resource figure of 67 000 tons of total rare earth oxides grading at 14.12 per cent and a measured
resource of 16 600 tons grading at 19.54 per cent (Cowey, 2013). Mining will start within 24
months of completion of the required project finances with production of 5 000 tons of the rare
earth elements cerium, lanthium and samarium for a projected 11 year life-span (Internet, 2012a,
2013b). Existing untreated ore, slime dumps and the vein ore will be mined.
Two small occurrences of similar vein-hosted monazite are present in the vicinity of
Steenkampskraal on the farms Uilklip 65 and Roode Wal 74 (Map 1; Andreoli et al., 1994). On
the farm Komkans 141, 24 km southwest of Bitterfontein (Map 1), minor quantities of monazite,
which hosts rare earth elements and thorium, occur within porphyroblastic granite of the Bloukop
Granite (Jansen, 1960; Cole, 2013). None of these three occurrences is economically-important.
However, it is possible that economically-significant deposits of rare earth elements can still be
discovered in this northwestern part of the province. The large deposit of Zandkops Drift lies just
3 km beyond the border in the Northern Cape Province (Map 1). It is a pipe-like breccia body
with carbonate dykes, and rare earth mineralisation (churchite) is associated with pyrochlore,
calcite, apatite, betafite, uraninite and niobium rutile (Schürmann and Harmer, 1998). Frontier
Rare Earths SA (Pty) Ltd is presently prospecting the deposit and the indicated resources are
22.92 million tons grading at 2.32 per cent total rare earth oxides (Internet, 2013c).
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Figure 25: Steenkampskraal Mine showing waste tips and mine buildings. This mine is to
be re-opened for the exploitation of rare earth elements from monazite.

3.9

Silica Sand

Silica sand is defined as unconsolidated sand containing greater than 85 per cent SiO2 with 99 per
cent by weight lying in the grain size range 0.1 – 0.5 mm (Lorenz and Gwosdz, 2003). It is used
for glass manufacture and foundry sand. Four resource fields have been defined – Philippi
Horticultural Area near Cape Town, a field south of Atlantis, a field north of Atlantis and a field
west of Hopefield (Map 1). The Philippi Horticultural Area hosts the most important field, which
was formerly protected for future mining by Proclamation Number 1760 of 1968 (Hill and
Theron, 1981).
Silica sand has been exploited for glass manufacture in the Philippi area since 1925 and in 1956
Consol Glass started exploiting silica sand from a water-filled pit by means of dredge mining to a
depth of 8 metres (Hill and Theron, 1981). This operation is still continuing, with dredging
depths reaching down to 20 metres. A comprehensive study of the silica sands was completed by
Hill and Theron (1981) based on data from numerous boreholes (Henzen, 1973), as well as deep
boreholes drilled by the Geological Survey of South Africa between 1970 and 1973. They
calculated an inferred resource of 405 million tons of high-grade sand with an average thickness
of 15 metres. The silica sands are assigned to the Springfontyn Formation and consist
predominantly of clean, well sorted and rounded, fine- to medium- and medium-grained
quartzose sand (Cole, 2011a). Average SiO2 concentrations in these Springfontyn Formation
sands exceed 95 per cent (Cole, 2011a). However, the Springfontyn Formation is only exposed at
surface over the central and northern parts of the Philippi Horticultural Area and is covered by up
to 10 metres of shelly sand of the Witzand Formation in the southern part of this area (Cole,
2011a). Hill and Theron’s (1981) resource calculation to a depth of 15 metres included sands of
the overlying Witzand Formation in the southern part of the Philippi Horticultural Area and these
have lower SiO2 concentrations (76.5 – 97.2 per cent) and unacceptably high CaO concentrations
(0.96 – 12.41 per cent). Cole (2011a) therefore re-assessed the data of Hill and Theron (1981)
and delineated an area of 14 km² in the central and northwestern part of the Philippi Horticultural
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Area, where silica sands of the Springfontyn Formation are exposed at surface and where
thicknesses exceed 15 metres, which is the normal maximum depth used for dredge mining. An
inferred resource of 315 million tons of silica sand was calculated. It is important to preserve this
deposit or at least a portion of it for future mining, as other silica mines in South Africa are
restricted to quartzite deposits in Gauteng, Mpumalanga and Northwest Province and a quartz
vein near Polokwane (Oosterhuis, 1998; Lourens, 2013).
Silica sand in the resource field south of Atlantis (Map 1) consists of fine- to medium-grained,
rounded and well-sorted quartzose sand of the Springfontyn Formation, which averages 5 metres
in thickness (Roberts, 2001). It thickens northward and is overlaid by up to 28 metres of shelly
sand of the Witzand Formation (Rogers, 1980). However, these sands form the Atlantis aquifer
where mining is prohibited (Cole, 2003). In the resource field south of Atlantis, silica
concentrations are unknown, but the sand has been mined at one site since 1982 on the farm
Brakke Fontyn 32 for foundry sand (Fig. 26; Cole, 2003). Silica sand in the resource field north
of Atlantis also consists of fine- to medium-grained, rounded and well-sorted quartzose sand of
the Springfontyn Formation, but is relatively thin (< 10 metres) and lies on the northern side of
the Atlantis aquifer (Rogers, 1980; Roberts, 2001). Silica concentrations are unknown.

Figure 26: Atlantis Foundries Sand, 4 km southwest of Atlantis. White, fine- to mediumgrained, well-sorted, aeolian, quartzose sand of the Springfontyn Formation is exploited for
foundry sand. The sand is 2 to 4 m thick and overlies residual clay of the Malmesbury
Group shale.
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Silica sand in the resource field 12 km west of Hopefield, occurs in the subsurface on the farm
Elandsfontyn 349 (Cole, 2003). It was discovered in 1991 in a borehole drilled by the Geological
Survey and consists of clean, well-sorted and rounded, fine- to medium-grained quartzose sand
13.5 metres thick, overlaid by fine- to medium-grained, iron-stained quartz sand with phosphatic
grains and pellets in places (Fig. 27; Cole and Roberts, 2000). The silica sand forms the
Langeberg Quartz Sand Member of the Varswater Formation and the overburden comprises a
lower phosphatic, Muishond Fontein Member of the Varswater Formation and an upper unclean
sand of the Springfontyn Formation (Cole, 2011b). In 2011, eleven boreholes were drilled to a
depth of 24 metres on a 300 metre-spaced grid to the north and east of the original borehole and a
similar sediment succession was found (Cole, 2011b). Potential glass sand was discovered in an
upper ore body in four boreholes at depths of between 2.2 and 15.04 metres and in a lower ore
body at depths of between 15.2 and in excess of 24 metres, the base of which was only
intersected in one out of eight boreholes. The upper ore body occurs within quartzose sands of
both the Springfontyn Formation, which is exposed at surface, and the underlying Muishond
Fontein Member of the Varswater Formation. The lower ore body is confined to quartzose sands
of the Langeberg Quartz Sand Member. The quartzose sands in both ore bodies contain between
90 and 100 per cent by weight of sand particles between 0.105 and 0.830 mm in diameter and
SiO2 content in excess of 98 per cent, thereby meeting the specifications for glass manufacture.
The upper ore body varies from 1.4 to 6.05 metres in thickness and has an indicated resource of 2
million tons, whereas the lower ore body, which extends north and south onto adjacent
properties, varies between at least 1.3 and 10.5 metres in thickness and has an indicated resource
of 10.2 million tons (Cole, 2011b). The overburden of both ore bodies has an excessive thickness
with stripping ratios being predominantly greater than 1.5. The bulk of the overburden consists of
sand with most samples meeting the specifications for general-purpose mortar. The overburden
could be exploited for building sand, but its removal would probably take at least 10 years given
the limited requirement of the local market for building sand. The upper ore body straddles the
water table and the lower ore body lies below it, indicating that both open-cast and dredgemining techniques would be required for exploitation of the ore and overburden. The upper ore
body and much of the lower ore body are within the present economically-viable depth range (25
metres) for dredge mining of unconsolidated quartzose sand in a water body (Cole, 2011b). Silica
sand was also intersected in an auger hole at depths between 7.5 and 9.6 metres, which was
drilled in 1991 by the Geological Survey on Farm Number 178 some 2.3 km north of the above
deposit (Horn and Cole, 1993). The sand is fine- to medium-grained and quartzose and forms part
of the Muishond Fontein Member of the Varswater Formation, which forms the 7.5 metres of
overburden where it contains phosphatic pellets and shell fragments. The silica sand contains
98.8 per cent by weight of sand particles between 0.106 and 0.600 mm in diameter and has a
SiO2 content of 96.6 per cent (Horn and Cole, 1993). Since the lower ore body on Elandsfontyn
349 extends north of the farm boundary, the silica sand resource field was extended northward
for 2.4 km to encompass the ore in the auger hole on Farm Number 178 (Map 1).
Elsewhere in the Western Cape Province, silica sand is limited to a small area south of
Noordhoek and near Kleinmond (Map 1). The former occurs in the Springfontyn Formation and
is up to 15 metres thick, but cannot be exploited due to its position below sea level and in part of
the Cape Peninsula National Park (Jansen, 1967; Rogers, 1980; Cole, 2003). The latter is in
hillwash sand derived from the quartzitic sandstone of the Skurweberg Formation, is small and
was partially exploited by Consolidated Glass Works Ltd. (De Villiers et al., 1964).
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Figure 27: Sediment recovered from borehole LNV8, which was drilled on the farm
Elandsfontyn 349, 12 km west of Hopefield. White, well-sorted, fine- to medium-grained,
quartzose sand, which meets the specifications for glass manufacture, lies above 28.5 mdepth, but the sand is dirtier and impure below this depth. All the sand is allocated to the
Langeberg Quartz Sand Member of the Varswater Formation.

3.10 Plastic Clay
Plastic clays in the Western Cape Province are Tertiary in age and consist of transported,
sedimentary clays rich in kaolinite, but with small amounts of quartz, mica, illite,
montmorillonite and organic material, the last imparting good plastic properties (Heckroodt,
1980; McMillan, 1982). They resemble ball clays from Devon, England, but contain less mica,
have higher TiO2 and Fe2O3 contents and a lower K2O content (McMillan, 1982). They fire white
to off-white in colour and have been used in the whiteware ceramic industry, but their major
application is for use as a plasticiser and strengthener in the brickmaking industry (Cole, 2003).
They are predominantly found and used in the Greater Cape Town area where small quantities
are added to the Malmesbury Group, residual brickmaking clay (section 3.2), in order to improve
the extrudibility of the brick clay. They form ten small resource fields between Kraaifontein and
Klapmuts and two larger fields near Camphill Village (5.5 km²) and northeast of Philadelphia
(0.75 km²). Varying proportions of clay have been exploited from these fields and the largest
remaining resource is the field near Camphill Village (Map 2; Cole et al., 2010). It is currently
being exploited from three sites: 1) near Crammix Brickfield, southeast of Brackenfell; 2) at Glen
Lossie Clay Mine, 9 km northeast of Philadelphia on the farm Glen Lossie 888; and 3) at
Rivetprops Clay Pit, 2 km southeast of Camphill Village on the farm Zouterivier 22 (Fig. 28;
Lourens, 2013). Plastic clay was previously mined from nine sites in the Greater Cape Town area
(Fig. 1; Map 2).
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Figure 28: Plastic clay in Rivetprops Clay Pit, 2 km southeast of Camphill Village. The clay
contains thin black lignite beds in the centre, above which it is bleached and oxidized.
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Figure 29: South Cape Clay Mine on the farm Buffelsfontein 435, 3 km east of Albertinia.
Siltstone caps plastic clay in the largely-covered pit face, which is 6 m high.

Outside the Greater Cape Town area, plastic clays are present on the farm Buffelsfontein 435, 3
km east of Albertinia, where they have been exploited since before 1984 (J.H.A. Viljoen, pers.
comm., 2013). The clay is at least 5.5 metres thick and underlies 1.5 metres of siltstone capped
by ferricrete (Fig. 29). The present producers are Zimco Group (Lourens, 2013). Plastic clay also
occurs in the older residual clays and is used on site at two brickworks, De Hoop Brickfields near
Paarl in the Malmesbury Group and Namakwa Stene near Klawer in the Gifberg Group (Cole,
2013). There are probably sufficient resources of plastic clay for about 50 years.
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3.11 Gypsum
Gypsum occurs in the northwestern part of the province and in the Whitehill Formation near the
southern and western margins of the Main Karoo Basin (Map 2). In the northwestern part of the
province, a resource field is centred on the Knersvlakte and a smaller field is present southwest of
Bitterfontein. The gypsum is ubiquitously hosted by clay and takes the form of selenite crystal
aggregates, powdery gypsum, alabaster and satin spar veins (Fig. 30; Visser et al., 1963). The
clay is normally residual, being derived from underlying bedrock, namely the Louisrus
Formation, Little Namaqualand Suite, Gariep Supergroup and Vanrhynsdorp Group. However, at
some sites the clay is primary, forming the upper part of the Quagga’s Kop Formation The
gypsum-bearing clay has an average thickness of one metre, but can attain thicknesses of up to 4
metres, e.g. at the presently-working Maskam Gypsum Mine, 7 km north of Vanrhynsdorp (Fig.
31). The areal extent varies from a few hundred square metres to as much as 6.6 km2. The
gypsum-bearing clay has a horizontal disposition and is normally covered by overburden up to 6
m thick, which can comprise calcareous and gypsiferous soil, windblown sand, gravel, clay,
alluvium and calcrete. The gypsum precipitated at or near the surface from solutions of calcium
sulphate in evaporating groundwater (Visser et al., 1963). An arid climate is essential, since this
enhances the evaporative process and increases the concentration of the calcium sulphate
solutions to levels necessary for gypsum to crystallise. Locally restricted drainage is also
important, since this allows calcium sulphate concentration to increase in relatively stagnant
groundwater. Gypsum grades vary between 35 and 78 per cent, but these were beneficiated to
between 75 and 90 % by washing at several previous working mines (Visser et al., 1963). At the
only working mine, Maskam Gypsum Mine (Fig. 31; Lourens, 2013), the ore is upgraded to 84 %
gypsum by crushing and washing (Minerals Bureau, 1998). Here, the gypsum is used for plaster,
a cement retarder and a soil conditioner (Cole, 2013). Gypsum exploitation started in 1930 and a
total of 22 deposits have been mined, exploiting a total of approximately 4.5 million tons of
gypsum (Cole, 2013). The total remaining resources are about 13 million tons, the majority of
which fall within the measured category. However, the northern and central parts of the main
resource field north of Vredendal and Vanrhynsdorp (Map 2) lie within the proposed Knersvlakte
Biosphere Reserve, where the indicated resources are 4 million tons (Cole, 2012) and will
subsequently be sterilized. It is unlikely that significant new discoveries will be made, since the
gypsum ore is always at or near the surface and the region has been thoroughly mapped and
explored (Cole, 2013). Nevertheless, the available resources of approximately 9 million tons
should adequately supply the Western Cape Province for at least 100 years given the present rates
of production.
The Whitehill Formation is gypsum-bearing and extends westwards from the Eastern Cape
boundary, 100 km east of Prince Albert to a point 70 km northeast of Ceres before trending north
to the Northern Cape boundary, 120 km north-northeast of Ceres (Map 2). The gypsum-bearing
Whitehill Formation is also present in the Worcester outlier between Worcester and Robertson
(Map 2). The deposits are between 0.3 and 1.0 m thick and consist of gypsiferous clay (gypsite),
powder gypsum and crystalline gypsum interbedded with thin shale layers (Fig. 32). Grades vary
between 52 and 82 per cent (Visser et al., 1963). The formation of gypsum, which is still
occurring, is dependent upon evaporation in the arid Karoo climate and probably started during
the Pleistocene Period. The gypsum originated by chemical reaction between sulphuric acid and
calcareous material, probably calcrete and/or calcareous nodules in the shale. Sulphuric acid was
derived from oxidation of pyrite, which is abundant in the Whitehill Formation. The chemical
reactions occurred in the weathered zone, with calcium sulphate being generated in solution in
the groundwater (Visser et al., 1963). Low rainfall in the arid Karoo climate enabled the
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groundwater to evaporate, with a subsequent concentration of the calcium sulphate solution. This
was sufficient for gypsum to crystallise at or near the surface (Visser et al., 1963). In the
Whitehill Formation, one deposit, Kolkies Rivier, 60 km northeast of Ceres is presently being
exploited for soil conditioner (Lourens, 2013) and three other deposits have been worked, but are
now abandoned. These are located 5 km south of Laingsburg on farm number 137, 14 km north
of Matjiesfontein on Wilgehout Fontein 87 and 65 km northeast of Ceres on Zoutpan Kopjes 146
(Fig. 32). Deposits in the Whitehill Formation are only suitable for soil conditioner, and long
transport distances (> 100 km) to the nearest markets in the region renders the deposits
uneconomic.

Figure 30: Clusters of selenite crystals in light brown residual clay at the abandoned
Galsyfer Gypsum Mine on the farm Kaalberg 138, 20 km southwest of Bitterfontein.

Outside the above areas, a single deposit of gypsum is being mined at Yzerfontein Pan, some 3
km northeast of Yzerfontein (Lourens, 2013). The ore, which varies in thickness from 0.53 m to
1.83 m, consists of interbedded crystalline gypsum and clay containing unbroken marine shells
(Visser et al., 1963; Cole, 2003). It overlies fine-grained sand and is covered by up to 0.1 m of
saline clay. Resources of 0.75 million tons of ore grading at 80 per cent gypsum have been
calculated and it has been dredged-mined for use as a soil conditioner since 1996 (Cole, 2003)
with approximately 0.6 million tons having been exploited. Another six deposits have been
completely or almost completely exploited. These comprise lagoonal or pan deposits along the
coastal plain at Rooipan, 2 km north-northeast of Yzerfontein, at 1 km southwest of Saldanha
(Cole, 2003), on Duyker Eiland 6, 4 km west of Stompneus Bay, on Davids Fontyn 18, 3 km
east-southeast of Stompneus Bay and on Verloren Vlei 8, 5 km south-southwest of Elands Bay
(Cole, in prep.). The sixth deposit, Ratelfontein Gypsum Mine on the farm Roodeklipheuwel 84,
20 km northeast of Lambert’s Bay (Map 2), was completely mined out between 1942 and 1980
and consisted of powdery and laminated gypsum intercalated with sand and clay below a pan 150
metres above sea-level (Visser et al., 1963; Cole, in prep.).
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Figure 31: Maskam Gypsum Mine on the farm Droesand A 248, 7 km north-northeast of
Vanrhynsdorp. The light brown clay being exploited is 4 m thick and contains disseminated
gypsum in the form of selenite crystals.

Figure 32: Gypsum crystals in blocks of material removed from shale (Whitehill
Formation) at an abandoned mine on the farm Zoutpan Kopjes 146, 65 km northeast of
Ceres.
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3.12 Bentonite
The clay mineral bentonite is a term that refers to a rock or sediment (mudstone, claystone or
clay) that consists mainly of montmorillonite and is used for a variety of applications such as
drilling muds, a binder in foundry sands, soil sealant and wine/fruit-juice decolourant (Horn and
Strydom, 1998). It occurs in five rift-related basins of late Jurassic to early Cretaceous age in the
Cape Fold Belt between Robertson and Plettenberg Bay (Map 2). These basins formed on the
downthrown southern side of normal megafaults (Horn and Strydom, 1998). Clastic sediments
representing alluvial fans, braided rivers and lakes filled the basins and together, form the
Uitenhage Group (Shone, 2006). Within this group, bentonite occurs in lacustrine mudstone of
the Kirkwood Formation and formed as a result of the diagenesis of volcanic ash layers that were
deposited in lakes receiving suspension-settled muds (Malan et al., 1994; Viljoen and Malan,
1993). Zeolite was also formed (Horn and Strydom, 1998).
In the Robertson Basin east of Robertson and in the Swellendam Basin southeast of Swellendam
(Map 2), bentonite was recorded in samples of clay from the Kirkwood Formation, but no
prospecting has been carried out (J.H.A. Viljoen, 2013, pers. comm.). In the Heidelberg –
Riversdale Basin, the bentonite-zeolite-bearing Kirkwood Formation is divided into two units, an
upper multicoloured, pale greyish yellow and reddish sandstone and mudstone and a lower zone
comprising olive-green and greenish grey mudstone and sandstone beds (Horn and Strydom,
1998). The lower zone is up to 10 metres thick and consists of several bentonite horizons.
Bentonite grades average 85 per cent montmorillonite with quartz and feldspar forming the
remainder of the deposit. There are five working pits west of Heidelberg (Fig. 33; Map 2) and the
ore is beneficiated at a plant located on Heidelberg Townlands, some 2.5 km northwest of
Heidelberg (Horn and Strydom, 1998). The beneficiated bentonite is used for soil sealant, drilling
mud and wine and fruit-juice decolourants. There are eleven abandoned pits in the Heidelberg –
Riversdale basin and an undeveloped deposit, Vetrivier, on the farm Aan De Vette Rivier 230, 7
km northwest of Riversdale (Map 2). The inferred bentonite resources in the Heidelberg –
Riversdale Basin are thought to be substantial (Horn and Strydom, 1998). In the Mossel Bay
Basin east of Herbertsdale, tuffaceous material is present in the Kirkwood Formation. This was
prospected for bentonite in the southern part of the basin with insignificant results, but the central
and northern parts of the basin may still have some potential (Viljoen and Malan, 1993). In the
Plettenberg Bay Basin, the bentonite bodies are lenticular to pod-like and vary in thickness from
0.15 to 2.5 metres (Horn and Strydom, 1998). They strike east-west and dip between 20 and 30
degrees south. Bentonite was mined at one site between 1993 and 2004 on the farm Roodefontein
440, 5 km west of Plettenberg Bay (Map 2). It was a sodium-based bentonite and was processed
for a binder in foundry sands, drilling mud, dam sealing and wine and fruit-juice clarification
(Agnello, 2004). The inferred resources in this basin are significant (Horn and Strydom, 1998).
Bentonite is present in the Uitenhage Group of the Oudtshoorn Basin, but no exploration has
been undertaken (J.H.A. Viljoen, 2013, pers. comm.).
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Figure 33: Light grey bentonitic claystone, 1.7 m thick and dipping 014/23, overlying
greenish grey mudstone and overlain by greyish olive mudstone in working pit on the farm
Hooi Kraal 304, 6 km west of Heidelberg. The succession forms part of the Kirkwood
Formation.

3.13 Salt
Salt occurs in the coastal salt pans that lie within 50 km of the coast of the Western Cape
Province (Hugo, 1974). These are distinguished from the inland salt pans, of which only three are
present in the Western Cape lying in the Tanqua Karoo some 65 to 80 km northeast of Ceres
(Map 2). The latter are small and were worked up until 1970, but the low grades and influx of
fresh water has largely destroyed their potential (Cole, in preparation).
In the coastal pans, which are located from near Mossel Bay to Cape Town and north to the
boundary with the Northern Cape Province (Map 2), salt is transported by groundwater from the
underlying country rock or salt-bearing sediments and seeps onto the pan and/or into the
surrounding sediments before being leached by rainwater (winter rainfall) to form a surface brine,
from which salt precipitates as a result of solar evaporation (Hugo, 1974). Net evaporation rates
vary from 890 mm in the southern part of the province to 1020 mm in the northern part with solar
evaporation of the surface brines occurring during the dry summer months (Hugo, 1974). These
brines are left to evaporate completely and the salt harvested, is the dried salt-bed (Hugo, 1974).
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Salt is normally derived from the country rock, i.e. it has a connate origin (Hugo, 1974). A more
important source was salt derived from seawater during Late Tertiary marine highstands (Theron
et al., 1992), which attained 150 m during the Middle Miocene (Roberts and Brink, 2002). This
salt would have precipitated in fractures and/or pores of the surface rocks, as well as in some
Tertiary sediments. Pans within about 10 km from the coast also receive varying proportions of
salt from windblown sea spray that deposits salt on sediments around the pan, principally dune
sand (Hugo, 1974). There are also several natural and artificial pans adjacent to the sea near
Paternoster, on the floodplain of the estuarine Berg River near Velddrif and the estuarine Olifants
River near Lutzville and on the floodplain of the Brak River in the extreme northwest of the
province. Salt is derived directly from sea water, which is pumped into the pans or is pumped to
the surface from boreholes. In all these pans, salt precipitates as a result of solar evaporation of
the surface brines during the dry summer months, as described above (Hugo, 1974).

Figure 34: Cawood Salt Works on the farm Rietfontein Extension 151, 80 km northwest of
Vredendal. Saline water is pumped from boreholes located in the floodplain of the Brak
River into artificial pans and is then solar evaporated in order to precipitate salt.

In the previous century up until about 1975, many of the coastal pans were operational with the
salt being used for food preservation, cattle and poultry feed, and human consumption. However,
the relatively low salt price has had a detrimental effect on the salt potential of the coastal pans
due to the fact that they are relatively small and cannot be harvested annually. This resulted in
some 73 pans being abandoned (Fig. 1). Pans which derive brine directly from sea water, are still
economically-viable, since they are relatively large and can produce on an annual basis. Most
sites along the estuarine part of the Berg River have been utilised, but there are several coastal
sea-level pans, which can be exploited for salt production from sea water. Artificial pans that
evaporate brine pumped from boreholes have the best economic potential, since the salinity tends
to be higher than sea water and evaporation can take place annually. The best sites are adjacent to
the coast or estuarine Berg River, where sea water ingress occurs and connate salt from
Pleistocene and/or Late Tertiary marine transgressions is present in the underlying sediments and
bedrock. There are six working pans, two of which are producing intermittently (Map 2; Lourens,
2013). Four of the pans derive saline water from the sea in the Berg River estuary in the vicinity
of Velddrif, whereas the other two derive saline water from boreholes close to the sea on the farm
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Velddrift 110, 6 km north of Velddrif and on the floodplain of the Brak River (Cawood Salt
Works) on the farm Rietfontein Extension 151, 80 km northwest of Vredendal (Fig. 34; Map 2).
The salt is mostly used for human consumption.
3.14 Phosphate
Phosphate is present in Miocene to Pliocene sediments on the western coastal plain of the
province from Ysterplaat in Cape Town to Strandfontein near the mouth of the Olifants River
(Cole, 2003; Wilson, 1998; Map 3). Primary deposits are associated with upwelling of the
Benguela Current and high biological activity with microbial breakdown of organic matter later
releasing organic phosphate to pore waters within the sediments (Birch, 1977). The phosphate
was precipitated as francolite (carbonate fluor-apatite) in shallow marine sediments of the
Varswater Formation during periods of marine transgression (Tankard, 1974; Birch, 1977). Since
the solubility of this mineral decreases with increasing temperature, the higher sea temperatures
during the Miocene and Pliocene, together with additional solar heating in shallow, restricted
embayments along the west coast would have profoundly enhanced the precipitation process
(Birch, 1977). Many of the primary deposits have been partially or completely transformed to
secondary deposits, as a result of early diagenesis, late diagenesis and pedogenic processes. Early
diagenesis includes lithification of pelletal phosphatic sand into cryptocrystalline francolite,
termed collophane (Dingle et al., 1979) and possible replacement of micritic lime mud by
cryptocrystalline francolite (Birch, 1990), both processes resulting in the formation of a hard
phosphatic bed and/or nodules. Late diagenesis involves the production of aluminium phosphate,
normally due to transformation of primary calcium phosphate. The latter was dissolved and
transported by acidic groundwater in a warm humid climate (Tankard, 1974) and reacted with
aluminium hosted by sedimentary or residual clay to form a cryptocrystalline deposit containing
the minerals wavellite, crandallite, barrandite and/or variscite (Visser and Toerien, 1971). Guano
was also a source of phosphate in this process, being deposited on islands during the Miocene
and Pliocene and being later dissolved and transported by acidic groundwater when sea-level was
lower (Tankard, 1974). Pedogenesis results in the formation of phoscrete, mostly in the form of
loose nodules (Visser and Schoch, 1973). These occur near the top of the phosphatic MioPliocene Varswater Formation and within the calcified sand or limestone of the Middle Miocene
Prospect Hill Formation and the Plio-Pleistocene Langebaan Formation (Cole, in preparation).
Only the calcium phosphate deposits have economic potential, since the phoscrete and loose
phosphatic nodules are too small to warrant exploitation and, although the aluminium phosphate
deposits were exploited at three quarries around Saldanha for agricultural fertiliser between 1915
and 1920, and at one locality on the Postberg Peninsula for the manufacture if dicalcium
phosphate, which was used as a lick for livestock, and aluminium sulphate between 1965 and
1986 (Visser and Schoch, 1973; Cole, 2003), it cannot be used successfully for fertiliser, since
the ore is relatively insoluble, even after it had been finely ground (Du Toit, 1917).
A total of fifteen calcium phosphate deposits having an economic potential are present between
Atlantis and Doring Bay. Three other deposits were exploited in the Langebaanweg area between
1943 and 1992. The oldest, Baard’s Quarry, is located 1.5 km northwest of Langebaanweg, but
has been infilled, rehabilitated and covered with soil and sediment. It was operational between
1943 and 1964 and approximately 0.2 million tons of phosphate ore in the form of well-cemented
sandstone beds and nodules within low-grade phosphatic sand was extracted and, after upgrading
to 32 per cent P2O5 from an in situ 20 per cent P2O5, it was used for the production of phosphatic
pig-iron at Newcastle (Visser and Schoch, 1973). Lower grade material containing about 15 per
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cent P2O5 was sold for fertiliser. Remaining indicated ore resources with a lower grade (12.8 per
cent P2O5), total 0.907 million tons and the deposit extends north from the site of Baard’s Quarry
for 3.5 km (Visser and Schoch, 1973). Prospecting activities in the form of trenching were started
in 2011 at a site 850 metres north of Baard’s Quarry on Portion 7 of the farm Langeberg 185 by
Gecko Fert (Pty) Ltd. (Motsoenyane, 2011; Lourens, 2012, 2013). The trenches expose 1.2
metres of matrix-supported conglomerate containing angular clasts of phosphatic rock (Fig. 35).
A grab sample yielded 30 per cent apatite, 8 per cent crandallite and 61 per cent quartz. The Old
Varswater Quarry is located 5 km west-northwest of Langebaanweg and was exploited between
1948 and 1966 when about 3 million tons of phosphate ore in the form of hard, lenticular, beds
and nodules with a grade of 17 per cent P2O5 after washing and crushing was used for fertiliser
(Visser and Schoch 1973). Up to 5 million tons of ore, grading at over 8 per cent P2O5, form the
remaining reserves (Visser and Schoch, 1973), but these are now sterilised due to the land being
incorporated into the West Coast Fossil Park. The New Varswater Quarry is located 4 km westnorthwest of Langebaanweg and was exploited between 1965 and 1992 when 24 million tons of
phosphate ore in the form of pelletal phosphatic sand, averaging 10 per cent P2O5, was upgraded
and dispatched for fertiliser (Visser and Schoch, 1973; Wilson, 1998). Some 25 million tons of
ore, grading at 8.5 per cent P2O5, remain as proven reserves (Wilson, 1998), but these are
sterilised as the quarry is now part of the West Coast Fossil Park.

Figure 35: Matrix-supported gravel in phosphatic sandstone in excavated trench on the
farm Langeberg 185, 2 km north-northwest of Langebaan. The mostly angular gravel clasts
consist of hard, very fine-grained, phosphatic rock.

The fifteen unexploited deposits have indicated resources of between 0.05 and 34.8 million tons
with seven containing over 2 million tons of ore as described below. The largest deposit is
located on the farm Elandsfontyn 349, 16 km east of Langebaan and has a probable reserve of
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34.8 million tons with a grade of 10.9 per cent P2O5 (Cole, 2003). It consists of phosphatic sand
of the Varswater Formation, 12 m in average thickness and lying beneath 5 to 37 m of limestone
overburden of the Langebaan Formation (Samancor, 1982). It has been recently prospected and is
the subject of a mining licence application (Naudé, 2014). The second largest deposit is located
17 km north of Vredenburg on the farms Schuitjes Klip 22 and Duyker Eiland 6 and has
indicated resources of 32.8 million tons averaging 7.15 per cent P2O5 (Cowey, 2012). It averages
16 m in thickness and comprises calcareous, phosphatic sand (Cole, in preparation). Limestone
overburden of the Langebaan Formation up to 24 m thick is present above the western part of the
ore body (Visser and Schoch, 1973). A deposit located 5 km south of Vredenburg on the farms
Witteklip 123, number124, Zandheuvel 126 and Yzervarkensrug 127 has an indicated resource of
20 million tons averaging 5.6 per cent P2O5 and consists of phosphatic sand containing shell
fragments and phosphatic nodules (Visser and Schoch, 1973; Cole, in preparation). It averages
10.7 m in thickness and has an overburden between 7.5 and 61 m in thickness.
The Graauwe Duynen deposit centred 6 km northeast of Elands Bay (Map 3) is 30 km2 in areal
extent and is mostly an iron-aluminium phosphate, as a result of late diagenetic transformation of
the original calcium phosphate (Cole, in preparation). However, the primary calcium phosphate
is largely intact in the northwest (32°14’30”S; 18°22’15”E) and southwest (32°17’S; 18°23’E)
parts of the deposit, where the resources are respectively 2,36 Mt grading at 7,6 per cent P2O5 and
5,44 Mt grading at 7,2 per cent P2O5 (Visser and Toerien, 1971; Cole, in preparation).
A deposit 3 km northwest of Langebaanweg on the farm Langeberg 185 contains 5.25 million
tons of secondary pedogenic phoscrete ore grading at 9.8 per cent P2O5 and averaging 1.37 m in
thickness (Visser and Schoch, 1973; Cole, in preparation). The limestone overburden is less than
3 m thick. Another deposit 5 km northwest of Langebaanweg on the farms Muishond Fontein
137, Langeberg 185 and Konings Vlei 138 contains 4.76 million tons of ore grading at 9.8 per
cent P2O5 (Cole, in preparation). The ore consists of hard, secondary, cryptocrystalline,
calcareous, phosphatic rock layers and nodules hosted by sand of the Varswater Formation and
the overburden sand of the Springfontyn Formation is less than 2 m thick (Visser and Schoch,
1973). Finally, a deposit near Donkin Bay on the farm The Donkins Bay Flats 428, some 18 km
north of Lambert’s Bay, contains a few million tons of primary sand-hosted ore grading at 8 per
cent P2O5 that contains disseminated higher grade secondary nodules (Cole, 2013).
The potential for exploitation of phosphate for agricultural fertilizer is high, given the high
average price of $650 per ton of phosphate fertilizer between 2007 and present, in contrast to
prices consistently below $300 per ton prior to 2005 (Dolan, 2013) and it is probable that some of
the larger deposits will be mined (Naudé, 2014). The western coastal plain underlain by the
phosphate-bearing Varswater Formation has been extensively drilled, particularly by the
Department of Water and Environmental Affairs and it is unlikely that any further large deposits
will be discovered.
3.15 Dimension Stone – Granite
Although several granite types were exploited for dimension stone in the late 1800s and early
1900s in the Greater Cape Town area, these have largely been replaced by several other types in
the northwestern part of the province (Map 3). One granite which remained throughout is “Paarl
Grey”, a light grey; medium-grained granite derived from a north-trending belt, one kilometer
wide, on the eastern side of the Paarl Pluton (Cape Granite Suite) and named the Laborie Granite
(Siegfried, 1999b). This is the most abundant dimension stone in Cape Town and is still
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exploited at Clift’s Granite Quarry for cladding and kitchen tops (Fig. 36). There are four
abandoned quarries in this granite.

Figure 36: Clift’s Granite Quarry on the farm De Hoop 8, 3 km south-southwest of Paarl.
The granite has been drilled at closely-spaced intervals for block removal using “featherwedging” techniques.

In the northwestern part of the province, a resource field delineates the Bloukop Granite
(Namaqualand Metamorphic Province) to the west of Bitterfontein (Map 3). This consists of a
grey to light grey, slightly green, porphyritic, charnokitic granite, which became popular as a
dimension stone during the 1980s and is known commercially as “Green Granite” (Cole, 2013).
Since 1984, it has been exploited intermittently at two quarries, but these are now closed (Fig.
37). Between approximately 1960 and 1966, a light grey to light pink, coarse-grained, porphyritic
gneiss showing distinct banding, was exploited from Moedverloren Granite Quarry, some 29 km
north-northwest of Vredendal, but was abandoned largely due to its inaccessibility and lack of
fresh water (Cole, 2013). Other granites that were previously exploited are an equigranular,
medium-grained, leucocratic granite (Hangsfontein Granite) at two quarries north of Bitterfontein
and a dark grey megacrystic charno-enderbite (Klein-Lieslap Charno-Enderbite) at two quarries
south of Kliprand (Map 3). A medium- to fine-grained leucocratic granite assigned to the
Cretaceous Rietpoort Granite is presently being quarried on the farm Biesjes Fontein 149, some
30 km west-northwest of Bitterfontein (Lourens, 2013). Granites in the northwestern part of the
province have a wide range of colours and textures, some of which become episodicallyattractive and this could lead to further exploitation for building stone, tiles and cladding (Cole,
2013).
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Figure 37: Bitterfontein Granite Quarry on the farm Bitterfontein 47, 5 km west of
Bitterfontein. The granite is porphyritic and charnokitic and was exploited between 1984
and 1996. Quarry face is 10 m high.
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3.16 Dimension Stone – Sandstone
Sandstone was formerly exploited from the Peninsula Formation near Cape Town, from the
Robberg Formation at Mossel Bay and from the Kirkwoood Formation at Oudtshoorn for local
building stone (Wybergh, 1932). Today, sandstone is not so popular and is principally used for
dry stone walling, paving slabs and rarely building stone (Cole, 2002). The Table Mountain
Group, principally the Peninsula Formation, is the main source of sandstone, but is confined to
the western part of the province where the beds are gently dipping and have not been sheared or
fractured due to tectonism from the Cape Orogeny, which affected the southern part of the
province (Southern Branch of Cape Fold Belt). In the western part of the province between
Piketberg and Vanrhynsdorp (Map 1), quartzitic sandstone of the Table Mountain Group has a
good durability, is well-bedded and can be readily split into blocks, up to 2 m long using the
bedding planes and perpendicular joints (Cole, in preparation). Sandstone is only quarried
intermittently at one locality on the farm Lambertshoek A 546, 19 km southwest of Clanwilliam,
where both the Peninsula Formation is worked on a small-scale for dimension stone and also
thin- to thick-bedded, reddish-coloured sandstone and less abundant siltstone of the Graafwater
Formation (Figs. 38 and 39; Lourens, 2013; Cole, in preparation). Sandstone of the Gamka
Formation (Bokkeveld Group) was previously exploited on a small scale for paving stone from
several small pits on the farm Augsberg 197, 3 km east-northeast of Clanwilliam (Fig. 40; Map 1;
Cole, in preparation). The sandstone blocks and paving slabs are mostly sent to the Greater Cape
Town area and the resources are enormous.

Figure 38: Small-scale working of quartzitic sandstone of the Peninsula Formation for
dimension stone on the farm Lambertshoek A 546, 19 km southwest of Clanwilliam.
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Figure 39: Rock face in dark reddish-brown, very fine- to fine-grained sandstone of the
Graafwater Formation showing drill holes used for feather-wedging dimension stone blocks
from individual beds. Site located on the farm Lambertshoek A 546, 19 km southwest of
Clanwilliam.

In the area affected by the Cape Orogeny, a structurally-deformed, quartzitic sandstone of the
Peninsula Formation was formerly exploited from a roadside quarry on the farm Witfontein 142,
7 km northwest of George (Map 1) for dry-stone walling and road-gravel wearing course
(Hälbich, 1981; Roberts et al., 2008).
3.17 Gravel
A variety of rocks and sediments can be used to produce gravel for fill and road or pavement
construction, such as shales, calcrete, scree material, terrace gravel and colluvium. These
materials are widespread throughout the province and are locally exploited. Ferricrete and terrace
gravels form the most valuable of these rock types as a source of gravel (Hill et al., 1992).
Ferricrete is utilised as subgrade for asphalt and concrete pavements and as gravel wearing course
on unsealed roads (Netterberg, 1998), whereas terrace gravels are crushed for road subgrade and
subbase and as a source of building sand (Cole and Viljoen, 2001). Ferricrete formed as a result
of pedogenesis accompanied by a fluctuating water table (Roberts, 2001). It takes the form of
nodules and/or exotic clasts cemented by ferruginous material with the principal minerals being
goethite, limonite and hematite (Fig. 41; Roberts, 2001). It does not exceed 2 metres in thickness
and normally occurs on flat or gently-inclined palaeo-erosion surfaces on the coastal plain or on
ancient fluvial terraces and commonly overlies residual clay that can be used for brick-making
(section 3.2).
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Figure 40: Abandoned pit in light grey, fine-grained sandstone of the Gamka Formation
showing loose stone blocks that were excavated for paving slabs. Site located on the farm
Augsberg 197, 3 km east-northeast of Clanwilliam.

Ferricrete forms numerous small exposures or resource fields, rarely larger than 2 km² in areal
extent, throughout much of the Western Cape Province with the exception of the Great Karoo.
Resource fields were drawn to encompass the ferricrete fields in the Greater Cape Town area
(Map 1). Terrace gravels associated with the Berg River are prominent between Paarl and Saron
(Fig. 42) and resource fields were drawn to encompass these (Map 1). At present, there are 16
working pits and 209 abandoned pits (Fig. 1) with the majority being concentrated near to urban
areas (Map 1).
3.18 Kaolin
Kaolin is used for ceramics, paper and paint filling, pesticides, medicines, cosmetics and
pharmaceuticals. The Western Cape Province is endowed with several kaolin deposits in the
Greater Cape Town area, the Vredenburg Peninsula and the southern part of Namaqualand (Map
2). Some of these were formerly exploited principally for ceramics in Namaqualand and paper
filling in Greater Cape Town (Cole, 2003, 2013). However, kaolin no longer has an economic
potential due to the substitution of ground and precipitated calcium carbonate in the paper
industry, which was the main market for kaolin in Greater Cape Town, and the paucity of fresh
water in the semi-arid region of southern Namaqualand, since copious amounts are required in
the beneficiation process.
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Figure 41: Ferricrete in the form of ferruginized clay and silt containing rounded pebbles
and cobbles of quartzite, quartz, chert and slate, which represent an ancient fluvial gravel
deposit. Site located on the farm Melkboom 384, 11 km south-southeast of Klawer.

Figure 42: Fluvial terrace gravel in the Berg River Valley about 10 m above the present
river on the farm Klip Rug 826, 8 km south of Paarl. The gravel was crushed for stone
aggregate, road material and building sand, but the workings are now abandoned having
operated between 1990 and 2007.
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In the Greater Cape Town area and the Vredenburg Peninsula, kaolin is a result of residual
weathering of the Cape Granite Suite, principally coarse-grained porphyritic granite. Coarsegrained porphyritic granite is thought to be susceptible to kaolinisation due to strain in the large
feldspar crystals (Heckroodt, 1992). This strain is the result of micropoikilitic intergrowth of
feldspar and quartz and enhances the disintegration of the rock (Heckroodt, 1992). Another factor
is the presence of faults and joints, which allow good circulation of ground water (Theron, 1984).
In southern Namaqualand, kaolin is a result of residual weathering of gneissic and granitic rocks
of the Namaqualand Metamorphic Province, particularly gneiss of the Little Namaqualand Suite
(Heckroodt, 1992). In all areas, the degree of kaolinisation decreases downwards until only
unaltered fresh rock is encountered. Kaolinisation probably occurred during the Tertiary Period
under a humid tropical climate (Heckroodt, 1992).

Figure 43: Pit in kaolin on the farm Noordhoek 1387, 6 km northeast of Fish Hoek taken in
1997. Pit face is 15 m high and kaolin was exploited for ceramics and filler in paper, paint
and polymer industries. Mining was terminated in 2008.

In the Greater Cape Town area, South Africa’s best-quality deposits with yields greater than 50
per cent, occur in the Noordhoek – Fish Hoek Valley (Heckroodt, 1992). These were first mined
for brick-making from 1898 onwards and later for ceramics. In 1980, a beneficiation plant was
established at one mine, Brakkloof Mine, with the upgraded kaolin being used mostly as a filler
in the paper industry. Another mine, Noordhoek Quarry, was opened in 1995 when Brakkloof
Mine was depleted, but it closed in 2008 due to competition from calcium carbonate in the paper
industry (Fig. 43). There are a total of five abandoned mines in the Noordhoek – Fish Hoek
Valley and three unexploited deposits holding about 4.5 million tons of indicated resources
(Cole, 2003). In the Brackenfell – Kuils River area, there are two abandoned mines, which
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exploited kaolin for ceramics from 1914 until 1985, and three unexploited deposits holding 2.4
million tons of indicated resources (Cole, 2003). In the Stellenbosch – Somerset West area, there
is one abandoned mine which exploited kaolin for ceramics from 1960 until 1965, and three
unexploited deposits holding 12.8 million tons of indicated resources (Cole, 2003). Resource
fields are shown in areas outside urban development and outside the Cape Peninsula National
Park (Map 2).
In the Vredenburg Peninsula, the deposits are relatively small and have not been exploited other
than for brick-making (Cole, in preparation). Three unexploited deposits contain inferred
resources of 0.6 million tons on the northwestern side of the Peninsula near St Helena Bay
(Heckroodt, 1992; Cole, in preparation).

Figure 44: Ertvark Gat Kaolin Mine on the farm Ert Vark Gat 122, 2 km southeast of
Nuwerus. Pit face is 9 m high and kaolin was exploited for the production of tableware
between 1950 and 1958.

In southern Namaqualand, two deposits were exploited during the 1950s for ceramics (Fig. 44),
and together with another seven unexploited deposits, have total measured resources of 11.7
million tons (Heystek et al., 1961; Heckroodt, 1992; Cole, 2013). The largest deposit,
Hendriksvlei, some 36 km southwest of Bitterfontein contains almost half of the resources – 5.8
million tons with a recovery yield of beneficiated kaolin of 60 per cent. The best recovery yield in
southern Namaqualand was 72 per cent (Heystek et al., 1961). Two resource fields have been
delineated, a larger field west of Bitterfontein trending northwest, 60 by 20 km in areal extent
and a smaller northwest-trending field centred on Nuwerus, 27 by 3 km in areal extent (Map 2).
Outside these resource fields, kaolin from a small deposit derived from deep residual weathering
of porphyritic granite of the Little Namaqualand Suite on the farm Schaap Vley Hills 157, 28 km
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west-northwest of Lutzville, has been exploited intermittently since 1965 (Visser and Toerien,
1971; Cole, 2013) for use as a porrel in the De Punt diamond washing plant, where diamonds are
retrieved from gravel.
Good-quality kaolin occurs as narrow lenses in granite of the Maalgaten Granite on the farm
Vaalkraal 120, 22 km northwest of Mossel Bay (Map 2; Heckroodt, 1992). It was formerly
exploited for ceramics, but is presently used for brick-making (Lourens, 2013). In the southern
part of the Western Cape Province kaolinitic clays from residual weathering of the Bokkeveld
Group shales are common, but the quality is poor and they are mostly exploited for brick-making
(section 3.2), but in places where the quality is higher, these clays could be used for the
production of ceramic whitewares (Meissner, 1986; Gresse and Theron, 1992; Heckroodt, 1992;
Roberts et al., 1998). Near Wolseley, on the farm Waverley 273, kaolinitic clay derived from
weathered phyllite of the Malmesbury Group was mined on a small scale for use in insecticides
(Gresse and Theron, 1992).
3.19 Industrial Sand
Industrial sand has several uses, namely as an additive to cement clinker, tile cement and
formerly for asbestos roof sheets and gutters. It is a very minor component of the Western Cape
mining and there is one working and three abandoned deposits (Fig. 1; Map 3). It is exploited as
an additive to cement clinker on the farm Ouwinkel Werf 145 near Piketberg (Fig. 45) and was
previously exploited for this purpose on the farm Groen Rivier 640 near Riebeek-Kasteel, being
supplied to the PPC Cement Works (Cole and Viljoen, 2001; Cole, in preparation). The sands are
colluvial and unsorted ranging from silt to granule and could also be used for building (concrete)
sand (Cole and Viljoen, 2001; Cole, in preparation). A fine-grained sand of the Springfontyn
Formation, which is too fine in texture for building sand, was formerly exploited as an ingredient
for tile cement on the farm Blaauwbergplaas 91 near Melkbosstrand (Cole and Viljoen, 2001). In
Brackenfell, a fine- to medium-grained sand of the Springfontyn Formation, which is also
suitable for building (mortar) sand, was used in the production of asbestos roof sheets and gutters
until 1996 (Cole and Viljoen, 2001). Although there is a very small demand for industrial sand,
the resources are both large and widespread in the Western Cape Province.

3.20 Uranium
Uranium has never been exploited in the Western Cape Province and the only deposits with an
economic potential are located in sandstone of the Beaufort Group between Laingsburg, Beaufort
West and Murraysburg where a resource field has been drawn (Map 1). The main application for
uranium is as a fuel in nuclear power stations and other applications include radioactive isotopes
for medicine, food irradiation, nuclear weapons and ship propulsion using small reactors. The
uranium resource field forms part of the Karoo Uranium Province, which covers uranium in the
Beaufort and Stormberg Groups in the main Karoo Basin between Laingsburg and Harrismith
(Cole, 1998).
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Figure 45: Excavation in hillwash sand, 5 m thick, on the farm Ouwinkel Werf 145, 11 km
northwest of Piketberg. The silty to gritty, coarse-grained sand is used as an additive to
cement clinker.

The ore bodies have a tabular morphology and occur within the basal portions of fluviallydeposited sandstones. The ore genesis was epigenetic with precipitation of uranium occurring
from oxidised groundwaters in reduced zones shortly after deposition (Fig. 46). Molybdenum,
which has a similar ore genesis, forms a by-product of uranium in the upper two thirds of the
Beaufort Group in the region between Sutherland, Northern Cape and Murraysburg and has an
average grade of 0.08 per cent (Cole and Wipplinger, 2001). The deposits are relatively small
compared with other sandstone-hosted deposits and most deposits in the Western Cape contain
average identified resources of less than 1000 tons U at a grade of 0.076 per cent (Cole and
Wipplinger, 1998). An anomalously large deposit is located on the farm Ryst Kuil 351, 45 km
southeast of Beaufort West (Map 1), where identified resources of 6791 tons U and 7420 tons Mo
have been calculated (Cole and Wipplinger, 2001). A total of 112 deposits have been delineated
in the province (Fig. 1) with 64 also containing significant molybdenum (Cole and Wipplinger,
1998; Cole and Vorster, 1999). Total identified resources in the province are approximately 20
000 tons U and 28 000 tons Mo (Van der Merwe, 1986).
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Figure 46: Ore in basal 2 m of fluvial sandstone body in the Rietkuil test mining quarry on
the farm Riet Kuil 307, 45 km west of Beaufort West. This ore contains up to 7 700 ppm U
and 870 ppm Mo and comprises calcareous, horizontally bedded, fine-grained sandstone
containing carbonaceous plant fragments, which acted as a reductant.

During the period 1976 – 1979, when the price of uranium attained a plateau of $110/lb U3O8
extensive exploration occurred in the Laingsburg – Beaufort West region by some ten
prospecting companies, including the excavation of three trial mines for retrieving bulk samples,
conducting feasibility studies and even the planning of one mine at the Ryst Kuil deposit (Map 1;
Figs. 47 and 48). However, activity ceased following the prolonged fall in price after the Three
Mile Island reactor accident in the United States (Cole and Wipplinger, 2001). A second peak of
$137/lb U3O8 in mid-2007 resulted in renewed prospecting by three companies and, despite a
drop to between $34 and $55/lb U3O8 over the past two years (Internet, 2013d), this activity is
still continuing. One company, Peninsula Energy Limited, has acquired the portfolios of the other
companies, the latest acquisition occurring on 11th December 2012 (Internet, 2013e). Peninsula
Energy has undertaken drilling and sampling on the Matjes Kloof and Quaggasfontein deposits
and, in addition, holds the prospecting rights of the medium-sized (500 – 2500 tons U)
Banksgaten, Rondom, Riet Kuil and Haane Kuil deposits plus the large Rystkuil deposit
(Internet, 2013e). There is a good potential that uranium and molybdenum will be exploited
should the uranium price rise to a sustainable level above $80/lb U3O8. Ore from the relatively
small deposits would have to be trucked to a central processing plant as was the practice on the
Colorado Plateau during the 1950s.
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Figure 47: Rietkuil test mining quarry excavated in 1977. The ore lies in the basal 2 to 3 m
of a multistorey sandstone body 13 m thick.

Figure 48: Entrance to adit at the Ryst Kuil test mine, which was excavated in 1978. The
ore body lies 54 m below surface and the mining horizon is at least one metre thick. Site
located on the farm Ryst Kuil 351, 45 km southeast of Beaufort West.
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3.21 Shale Gas
Shale gas is natural gas produced from shale and is an “unconventional” source of gas. Shale has
a low matrix permeability, so gas production in commercial quantities requires fractures to
provide permeability. This has been achieved in other countries, principally the United States, by
means of hydraulic fracturing to create extensive artificial fractures around well bores. The bulk
of the gas is free gas located in micropores and fractures and this is released and captured during
the hydraulic fracturing process. Vertical boreholes are drilled to depths exceeding 1500 metres
in order to avoid major fractures extending to surface, which might provide pathways for the gas
and the fracking fluids. The drill is then deviated to the horizontal and drilled for up to 3 km.
Hydraulic fracturing is then undertaken along the horizontal bores. The bulk of the gas is free gas
located in micropores and fractures and this is released and captured during the hydraulic
fracturing process with the released gas being captured over a period of at least one year.
In the main Karoo Basin, the investigations of Rowsell and De Swardt (1976) following the
drilling of several deep boreholes for hydrocarbon prospecting showed that the Ecca Group
shales have a potential to generate dry gas, including methane. At least 27 gas shows were
encountered in the boreholes and desorbed gas analysis on core samples yielded between 0.185
and 16.83 ml/kg of gas. The Ecca Group shales are present in the northeastern part of the
Western Cape Province and comparing their total organic carbon (TOC) contents to that of
producing shales in the United States, it was found that the lower Ecca Group made up of the
Whitehill and Prince Albert Formations has the best potential to produce gas (Cole, 2011c). The
Whitehill Formation, which comprises mostly black, carbonaceous shale, contains the highest
TOC values (3 to 15 per cent) and is sufficiently thick (10 to 70 m) to undergo hydraulic
fracturing (Fig. 49; Cole, 2011c). The TOC contents of the Prince Albert Formation vary from
0.35 to 12.4 per cent and the thickness is between 50 and 200 metres (Fig. 50). The presence of
abundant dolerite intrusions within the lower Ecca Group shales is in significant contrast to the
disposition of gas-producing shales elsewhere. These Early Jurassic dolerites form sills, dykes
and ring-like structures and the sills have thermally-destroyed the gas-generating potential of the
adjacent shale by transforming the organic carbon to carbon dioxide, methane and graphite. Also,
it is thought that significant quantities of gas were released to the atmosphere at the time of
dolerite intrusion – 183 million years ago (Aarnes et al., 2011). In order to prevent gas and
hydraulic fracking fluids escaping to the surface via shallow fractures and faults, only shale at
depths greater than 1500 metres should be exploited. A resource field for shale gas was compiled
for the lower Ecca Group shales at depths greater than 1500 metres and where the percentage
dolerite within the shale is less than 20 per cent. In the Western Cape Province, dolerite is
restricted to the area north of latitude 32°20´S and between this latitude and the northern
boundary of the province, the dolerite percentage is less than 20 per cent as deduced from limited
borehole data. The resource field is shown in Map 3 and data was obtained from three deep
boreholes, SA1/66 northeast of Laingsburg, KW1/67 northeast of Prince Albert and KA1/66,
west of Murraysburg (Map 3). In SA1/66 minor gas shows were found in fractured shale and the
Whitehill and Prince Albert Formations lie between depths of 2754 and 2917 metres. In KW1/67,
several gas shows were found in fractured shale and the Whitehill and Prince Albert Formations
lie between depths of 4360 and 4546 metres. In KA1/66, several gas shows were found in
fractured shale and the Whitehill and Prince Albert Formations lie between depths of 2083 and
2155 metres. Dolerite is not present in the two formations in all three boreholes.
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An estimation of the inferred gas resource for the Whitehill and Prince Albert Formations within
the resource field (Map 3) was made by comparing shale volumes to those of the gas producing
Barnett Shale in Texas, where the inferred resource is 30 trillion cubic feet of gas (Internet,
2013f). The mean value of total organic carbon compared to that of the Barnett Shale (TOC =
3.2%) was also weighted into the calculation. The calculated resource for the Whitehill
Formation is 23.3 trillion cubic feet of gas (tcfg) with average thickness 39.9 m and TOC 4.55%
and for the Prince Albert Formation is 50.4 tcfg with average thickness 163.9 m and TOC 2.4%.
It is concluded that shales of the Whitehill and Prince Albert Formations have the potential to
generate methane in the northeastern part of the province. Two exploration companies have
applied for exploration rights in the Western Cape Province, but the applications have been
frozen pending the establishment of appropriate regulations and controls relevant to hydraulic
fracturing. Falcon/Chevron has applied for the area between latitudes 32°30´S and 33°S and
longitudes 20° and 25°E and Shell Exploration Company B.V. have applied for most of the area
north of latitude 32°30´S extending well into the Northern Cape Province.

Figure 49: Black, carbonaceous shale below weathered shale of the Whitehill Formation in
an eroded cutting of the Witbergs River, 5 km south of Laingsburg. The red line marks the
base of the overlying Collingham Formation.
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Figure 50: Dark grey to black, carbonaceous shale of the Prince Albert Formation at a
depth of approximately 1721.25 m in borehole QU1/65, 122 km northwest of Beaufort
West.
3.22 Tungsten
Tungsten occurs in the Greater Cape Town area and in the vicinities of Robertson and George,
but by far the largest deposit is Riviera on the farm Namaquasfontein 76, 23 km north-northwest
of Piketberg (Map 3). The ore reserves of the Riviera tungsten deposit are estimated to be 46 Mt
at an average grade of 0.216 % WO3 and 0.02 % Mo (Walker, 1994). The ore is covered by
between 5 and 20 metres of Quaternary alluvium and gravel and was discovered in 1979 by
exploratory drilling under the auspices of a joint venture agreement between Union Carbide and
Anglo American Corporation (Walker, 1994). The ore occurs in the cupola of a granite pluton
(informally named the Riviera pluton) and the surrounding wall rocks of the Malmesbury Group
(Rozendaal et al., 1994). The areal extent is 0.58 km2 and the average ore intersection is 31 m
thick (Walker, 1994). Maximum depth of the ore body is 220 metres and a higher-grade reserve
of 7 million tons at 0.297 % WO3 and 0.02 % Mo was indicated within the main ore block
(Walker, 1994). Mineralisation is a result of hydrothermal activity associated with intrusion of
the granite into the low-grade metamorphosed sedimentary rocks of the Malmesbury Group. Four
types of mineralisation have been recognised, of which endoskarn is the most significant. This
formed as a result of granite intrusion and the stoping of calcareous wall rock leading to the
precipitation of finely disseminated grains of scheelite, a calcium-tungsten-bearing mineral
(Walker, 1994; Rozendaal and Scheepers, 1995). More recently, significant concentrations of
Ce–La-enriched allanite were discovered in the higher-grade tungsten reserve in the endoskarn
part of the granite pluton (Rozendaal and Boshoff, 2012). Batla Minerals SA were granted
prospecting rights in July 2011 for W, Mo, REE, Cu, Zn, Ag and Au and have started a
development phase for mining up until 2025 with a pre-feasibility study including prospect
drilling, to be completed by the end of 2013 (Internet 2012b). Using the previous reserve
estimations and adding the rare earth elements, the recoverable commodities are as follows: 99
360 t W with a grade of 0.216 % WO3; 9 200 t Mo with a grade of 0.02 % Mo; 84 456 t REE
with a grade of 0.184 % REE (Internet, 2012c).
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The deposits in the Greater Cape Town area are associated with intrusion of granite, whereby late
pulses of magmatic hydrothermal solutions associated with emplacement of the Cape Granite
Suite, transported and precipitated tungsten, tin, copper, gold and molybdenum in both endo- and
exogranitic settings (Rozendaal and Scheepers, 1995). These minerals are concentrated in a
northwest-trending zone between Somerset West and Yzerfontein, but are small in size. Three
deposits were mined in the early 1900s for tin, including one near Kuils River, for tin and
tungsten. Production of cassiterite concentrate varied between 0.5 and 28 tons with the highest
occurring at the Kuils River deposit. Here, 5 tons of tungsten-bearing wolframite concentrate was
also produced. The mineralisation occurred in lodes within the granite and the higher grade
mineralization was exploited (Fig. 51). When the real price of tin (adjusted for inflation) reached
an all-time high of $38 000 per ton between 1974 and 1981 renewed prospecting took place at
Kuils River by JCI, Billiton Exploration S.A. Ltd. and Metals Division of Shell S.A. Ltd. by
means of drilling, trenching, sampling and assaying (Hill and Brunke, 1981). At the end of the
prospecting phase, the ore was found to be uneconomic and no further work was undertaken.
With the present price of tin at $20 000 per ton, none of the tin – tungsten deposits in the zone
between Somerset West and Yzerfontein are considered to be economically-viable.

Figure 51: Mineralised lode at entrance to abandoned adit on the farm Haasendal 222, 4
km northeast of Kuils River. The lode, which intrudes granite, comprises a hydrothermal
quartz vein and aplite containing wolframite and cassiterite.

On the farm De Hex Rivier 50 near Robertson, a small occurrence of scheelite was discovered by
Union Carbide in the late 1970s at the contact of the Robertson granite pluton with calcareous
Malmesbury Group rocks in a skarn deposit (Walker and Danchin, 2010). The results of surface
sampling and drilling of three percussion holes indicated that the deposit had a very limited
extent.
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On farm number 151 in the George District near Victoria Bay (Map 3), scheelite was found in
outcrop by Union Carbide in the late 1970s in a skarn deposit at the contact of the Rooiklip
granite (Cape Granite Suite) with interbedded limestone and quartzite of the Victoria Bay
Formation (Walker and Danchin, 2010). It occurs on the coast in an environmentally-sensitive
area and no further prospecting was carried out.
3.23 Dimension Stone – Marble
Marble is present in the Widouw Formation centred on Vanrhynsdorp and, on a smaller scale, in
the Cango Group near De Rust, northeast of Oudtshoorn (Map 3). In the Vanrhynsdorp area,
limestone of the Widouw Formation was metamorphosed to marble during the Pan-African
Orogeny, mostly in the region south of latitude 31°28'S, where a resource field has been
delineated (De Beer et al., 2002; Cole, 2013). The marble is calcitic in composition with the
exception of one depleted deposit outside the resource field, namely Moedverloren Marble
Quarry on the farm Moedverloren 208, where the marble is dolomitic (Cole, 2013).
Recrystallisation has destroyed the original fabric of the precursor limestone and the marble
normally consists of a sparry mosaic of fine calcite crystals with sparse carbonaceous material
(Gresse, 1992). The marble is of good quality and is attractive when cut and polished. It was
exploited for building stone, floor tiles and cladding between 1918 and 1996 from some seven
now abandoned quarries (Cole, 2013). The last working quarry, Jumaqua Marble Quarry on the
farm Widouw 309, 8 km south of Vanrhynsdorp, operated between 1968 and 1996 and exploited
approximately 20 000 m³ of ore that was used for the production of floor tiles and wall cladding
(Fig. 52; Cole, 2013). Should the Vanrhynsdorp marble become fashionable again, there are still
considerable resources on the farm Widouw 309, south of Vanrhynsdorp, where indicated
resources are at least 17 million m³ and inferred resources 3.2 million m³ (Martini, 1987; Cole,
2013). Additionally, inferred resources of approximately 2 million m³ have been estimated on
farm number 246, 15 km northwest of Vanrhynsdorp, but some of these will be sterilized by a
proposed Knersvlakte Biosphere Reserve, which covers the northern margin of the resource field
(Cole, 2012).
Near De Rust, marble occurs in two narrow east-trending bands in the Groenfontein Formation of
the Cango Group (Map 3; Geological Survey, 1965, 1979; Wybergh, 1920). It is probably a result
of metamorphism of limestone with resource fields of the latter lying mostly west of the marble
(Map 1). The southern marble resource field is centred on the farm De Oude Muragie 56, where
pure white marble occurs in lenticular bodies 0.3 to 1.5 metres in thickness (Wybergh, 1920;
Geological Survey, 1965). It is calcitic with one sample yielding 91.5 per cent CaCO3 and was
exploited intermittently during the early 1900s (Wybergh, 1920). The northern marble resource
field is centred on the farm Varkens Kraal 58, where a bed of marble is interstratified with slate
(Wybergh, 1920). It is up to 9 metres thick and extends for at least 1.6 km, but has not been
prospected or mined (Wybergh, 1920; Geological Survey, 1979). The marble deposits near De
Rust are relatively small and lie near the environmentally-sensitive area of Meiringspoort, which
militates against any further mining.
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Figure 52: Jumaqua Marble Quarry, which was abandoned in 1996. The site is located on
the farm Widouw 309, 8 km south of Vanrhynsdorp.

3.24 Mineral Pigment
Mineral pigments include all coloured natural earths that are used as pigments in the manufacture
of oil and water paints, and for imparting colour to cement, tiles, and many other products. In the
Western Cape, mineral pigments occur in weathered shale of the Bokkeveld Group between
Bredasdorp and Albertinia (Map 3; Malan et al., 1994). The colouring matter in the pigments is
iron in the form of the hydrous oxide, ferric hydrate, which provides a yellow colouration. In
some places, the weathered shale has been enriched in iron and is deep red in colour. In other
places, most of the iron has been leached out and the shale has been transformed to soft white
clay. Yellow ochre is predominant with subordinate red ochre. The weathered shale extends to a
depth of 15 metres and it is commonly overlain by up to 5 metres of silcrete that caps a palaeoerosion surface (Malan et al., 1994).
Mineral pigments were first exploited about 100 years ago, but the last pit closed in 2007 on the
farm Snymanskraal 358, 19 km southeast of Riversdale (D.I. Cole, 2012, Field Observations).
There are now a total of thirteen abandoned pits (Fig. 1) with synthetic pigment replacing the in
situ source. Malan et al. (1994) quote a former annual production of 2500 tons of mineral
pigment or ochre. There is very limited potential for further exploitation.
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3.25 Lignite
Most of South Africa's lignite resources are concentrated in the Western Cape Province,
particularly in the Miocene Knysna Formation near Knysna and the Miocene Elandsfontyn
Formation near Koekenaap, Bergrivier, Kraaifontein, Noordhoek and Stellenbosch (Map 3).
Other smaller deposits occur in the Elandsfontyn Formation between Cape Town and Koekenaap
and in probable Miocene sediments at Pringle Bay and west of Elim (Cole and Roberts, 1998).
In the Knysna area, lignite seams occur in two separate areas, Veldmanspad (farms 388 and 389),
13 km northeast of Knysna, and Brackenhill (farm 386), 13 km east-northeast of Knysna, but
their precise extent is presently unknown. The lignites are covered by a variable thickness of
sand, apparently aeolian in origin (Thwaites and Jacobs, 1987). They were initially assigned an
early Tertiary age, probably Eocene, chiefly on the basis of an absence of Ericaceae pollen, but
more recently, a Miocene age has been proposed from a study of the pollen assemblage and the
stable carbon isotopes of the leaf wax lipids (Carr et al., 2010). Individual lignite seams range up
to 2.75 metres in thickness, but composite seams may be as much as 7.6 metres thick. At
Veldmanspad, the lignite-bearing sequence, including lignitic sand, approaches 17 metres in
thickness. The lignites were exploited for fuel during the early part of this century, and later for
use as fertiliser, but there are no current mining activities and none are planned for the future.
Demonstrated in situ exploitable resources of 4.4 million tons using a mean seam thickness of 2
metres have been calculated (Thwaites and Jacobs, 1987).
Lignite was discovered in a well, sunk in 1916, in Cenozoic sediments on the farm Kalkgat 162,
28 km northwest of Koekenaap. The seam is 4.3 metres thick, but is covered by 23.5 metres of
sand. During the 1930s and early 1940s, other lignite occurrences were discovered in wells on the
adjacent farms Karoovlei 454, Hartebeeste Kom 156 and Brakvlei 159. Intermittent
investigations by the Geological Survey and two mining companies, resulted in the discovery of
two lignite deposits, 3 km² and 10 km² in areal extent respectively, on the farms Karoovlei 454,
30 km northwest of Koekenaap and Schaap Vley 158, 16 km west-northwest of Koekenaap (Map
3; Cole, 2013). Several seams, up to 11 metres thick, interbedded with clay, fill south-trending
palaeochannels excavated into Precambrian (Gariep Supergroup) bedrock (Cole and Roberts,
1996). The sediments are up to 70 m thick and palynomorphs indicate a Miocene age and
correlation with the Elandsfontyn Formation in the Eland's Bay - Cape Town region (Cole and
Roberts, 2000). The lignites are clay- and sulphide-rich (marcasite nodules), with numerous
bands of fusinite; bright streaks represent vitrinite precursors (huminite). The Karoovlei deposit
contains two seams having average thicknesses of 2.25 and 3.13 m and relatively high ash
contents of 28.1 and 51 % (Cole, 2013). The Skaapvlei deposit contains four seams with average
thicknesses of 1.0, 0.55, 1.1 and 2.4 m and ash contents of 28.2, 42, 48.35 and 62.4 % (Cole,
2013). The calorific values for the upper three seams are 15.04, 13.32 and 11.02 MJ/kg, which
are significantly lower than average values reported for South African coal – 20 to 30 MJ/kg
(Snyman, 1998). The indicated mineral resources for the Karoovlei lignite seams on Karoovlei
454 are 15.5 million tons and for the four seams on Schaap Vley 158 are 13.83 million tons
(Cole, 2013). However, there is a thick overburden of mainly aeolian sand termed informally the
Koekenaap Formation of probable Pleistocene age (Roberts et al., 2006). This ranges in thickness
from 20 to 40 m at Karoovlei and from 21 to 51 m at Skaapvlei, leading to stripping ratios
respectively of between 5 and 27 and between 12 and 167, which are too high for viable mining
(Cole, 2013). The measures of coal rank, particularly the high ash content, and the low calorific
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values also militate against exploitation (Cole and Roberts, 2000; Cole, 2013).
Lignite was intersected in forty boreholes drilled on the western coastal plain between
Yzerfontein and Elands Bay (Map 3; Cole, 2003, in preparation; Cole and Roberts, 2000). It is
lenticular and mostly less than 2 m thick, being hosted by the Miocene Elandsfontyn Formation
and, to a lesser extent, by the Mio-Pliocene Varswater Formation. A maximum thickness of 4 m
was recorded in the Elandsfontyn Formation at a depth of 35 m in a borehole drilled on the farm
Bottel Fontein 11, 23 km north-northwest of Aurora and a maximum thickness of 3 m was
recorded in the Varswater Formation at a depth of 15 m in a borehole drilled on the farm
Langeberg 188, 6 km west-northwest of Langebaanweg (Cole, in preparation). The small sizes,
even including the thickest seams, high depth of burial (7 to 71 m) and consequent high stripping
ratios of between 5 and 203, rule out any possibility of economic exploitation (Cole, 2003, in
preparation). The drilling on the western coastal plain by Department of Water Affairs,
exploration companies, civil engineering companies and the Council for Geoscience revealed the
presence of two small lignite deposits (Cole, in preparation; Cole and Roberts, 2000). One
deposit occurs on the farms Adamsboerskraal 128, Kersefontein 129, Zoute Kloof 132 and
Steenboksfontein 133, some 25 km east-southeast of Velddrif (Map 3). This comprises the
uppermost seam of five lignite seams hosted by clay and sand of the Elandsfontyn Formation,
which fill a west-trending palaeochannel, up to 62 m deep, incised into residual clay and shale of
Malmesbury Group bedrock (Cole and Roberts, 2000). The uppermost seam was intersected in
seven boreholes and is 17.5 km2 in areal extent, whereas the four underlying seams were only
intersected in single boreholes (Cole, in preparation; Cole and Roberts, 2000). This seam has an
average thickness of 1.05 m, a high ash content (53.5 %) and a low calorific value (11.5 MJ/kg;
Cole, in preparation; Cole and Roberts, 2000). The deposit is small with indicated mineral
resources of only 20 kt (Cole, in preparation). The overburden is between 10 and 23 m thick and
consists of aeolian sand of the Quaternary Springfontyn Formation and subordinate sand and clay
of the Elandsfontyn Formation (Cole and Roberts, 2000). Apart from the small size and poor
quality, the stripping ratios of between 4.3 and 203 rule out any possible exploitation (Cole and
Roberts, 1995; Cole, in preparation). The other deposit is present on the site of the Saldanha Steel
complex, 8 km northeast of Saldanha. It occurs near the top of the Elandsfontyn Formation in the
distal west-southwest trending part of the palaeochannel described above (Cole, in preparation).
The deposit comprises two lignite seams averaging 0.95 and 0.8 m in thickness, interbedded with
clay and silt and covering an area of 0.8 km2. The properties of the lignite have not been
determined, but the indicated mineral resources of both seams are approximately 60 kt (Cole, in
preparation). The overburden consists of calcrete (Langebaan Formation), shelly sand and clay
(Varswater Formation) and silty clay (Elandsfontyn Formation) between 16 and 25 m thick
leading to stripping ratios of between 10 and 43 (Cole, in preparation). The deposit has been
sterilised by construction of the Saldanha Steel complex.
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Figure 53: Excavation pit for lignite near Eerste Rus homestead on Farm 221, 2 km
southeast of Kraaifontein taken in 1990. The lignite seam at base of pit is up to 2.5 m thick
and is overlain by clay and plastic clay 7 m thick.

Lignite occurs in the Kraaifontein area in the Elandsfontyn Formation on the farms 221 and
Groenland 214, 2 km southeast and 4 km south of Kraaifontein, respectively. The Elandsfontyn
Formation consists of interbedded clay, fine- to coarse-grained sand and grit and minor gravel
and fills depressions and palaeochannels excavated into residual clay and shale of Malmesbury
Group bedrock (Cole and Roberts, 1995). The lignite has been mined on a small scale on Farm
221 for horticultural purposes since 1960. One of the pits near the Eerste Rus homestead (Map
3), is presently the only source of lignite in South Africa and up to 4000 tons were produced
annually (Cole, 2003). Lignite in the other pits on this farm has been worked out and the lignite
on Groenland 214 (Crammix Brickfield), which is interbedded with ball clay, was never
exploited (Cole, 2003). The deposit near Eerste Rus homestead has indicated resources of about
20 kt with a mean seam thickness of 2.5 m and an overburden of clay (Elandsfontyn Formation) 7
m thick (Fig. 53). The deposit on Groenland 214 has a similar overburden thickness, but it
consists of sand of the Springfontyn Formation and clay and sand of the Elandsfontyn Formation
(Cole and Roberts, 1995). An indicated resource of 15 kt using a mean seam thickness of one
metre, was calculated in 1993 (Cole and Roberts, 1998). The overall ash content for lignite in the
Kraaifontein area is 46 % and the average calorific value is 14 MJ/kg (Cole and Roberts, 2000).
Lignite occurs in the upper part of the Elsieskraal River Valley in the Tygerberg Hills within the
Elandsfontyn Formation (Cole and Roberts, 1995). It was originally exploited on a small scale for
fuel in 1798 and during the 1970s for use in the horticultural industry, but the quarries have long
been abandoned and the deposits completely sterilised by the Tyger Valley urban development
(Cole and Roberts, 1995, 1998).
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Lignite was intersected in 4 out of 5 boreholes that were drilled in the Noordhoek Valley between
Noordhoek and Kommetjie (Map 3). Locally, on the farm De Goede Hoop 930, 1 km south of
Noordhoek, lignite seams 6 m and 3.8 m thick were intersected in two boreholes at depths of 25
m and 28 m (Cole, 2003). In the other two boreholes on Kommetjie Townlands and Kommetjie
Estates 948, the lignite is less than 0.5 m thick, but occurs at similar depths and underlies an area
of 5 km2. The lignite lies near the top of the Elandsfontyn Formation, which is up to 30 m thick
and consists of poorly sorted, angular, medium- to coarse-grained sand and carbonaceous clay.
Exploitation of these deposits is highly unlikely, due to their location within the Cape Peninsula
National Park. In any case, the lignite is well below the groundwater table and stripping ratios are
between 4 and 60.
In the Plakenburg River Valley, northwest of Stellenbosch, lignite occurs sporadically in a
northwest-trending zone 3 km long by 0.3 km wide (Cole, 2003). It was exploited on the farm
Nooitgedacht Annex 72 for horticultural purposes, but is only 0.3 m thick. It is underlain by silty
clay of the Elandsfontyn Formation and lies beneath alluvium up to 2 m thick (Cole, 2003).
Lignite up to 1 m thick was exposed in a trench excavated in 1984 on the farm Hangklip 559, 2
km east-southeast of Pringle Bay. It was covered by at least 1 m of sandy and gravelly
overburden and was interbedded with clay (Cole and Roberts, 1998). Thin layers of lignite, a few
centimetres thick, were found in a temporary exposure on the farm Nieuwe Post 204, 15 km
west-northwest of Elim (Van Vuuren, 1976). The age of this deposit is not known.
In conclusion, lignite has a low economic potential due to the prohibitively high stripping ratios
near Koekenaap and Velddrif, minimal resources near Kraaifontein and the Knysna and
Noordhoek deposits occurring in nature conservation areas or National Parks. The potential for
finding other lignite deposits is low, since the Cenozoic sediments on the coastal plain have
already been extensively drilled.
3.26 Manganese
Manganese ores occur as veins and impregnations in quartzite and sandstone of the Table
Mountain Group in the western and southern portions of the Province (Map 1). The predominant
mineral is psilomelane with minor pyrolusite and cryptomelane (De Villiers, 1960). The ore is
commonly present along faults and can extend up to one kilometre – on the farm Twee Riviers
Drift 62, 24 km east-southeast of Citrusdal (De Villiers, 1960). Widths do not exceed 200 m and
the veins pinch out rapidly with depth, extending no deeper than 30 m (Welsh, 1917). The ore
was formed as a result of percolating ground waters leaching manganese from the sandstone
lithologies and precipitating it in shallow fissures, probably during the Neogene or Quaternary
Periods (Marchant et al., 1978; Cole, in preparation).
A total of 18 deposits have been exploited and one is presently working (Map 1). In the Citrusdal
– Clanwilliam region, eight deposits were mined between 1938 and 1960 (Fig. 54), the largest
being on the farm Grootkloof 273, 20 km southeast of Clanwilliam where 13 kt of ore were
exported to Germany for steel manufacture (Von Backström, 1958). Average grades varied
between 44 and 56 % Mn. Much of the ore was removed and the remaining resources are low, the
largest being on Grootkloof 273 – 30 kt (Von Backström, 1958). The high phosphorous content
(0.14 – 0.57 % P) is detrimental for steel manufacture (De Villiers, 1960). In the Greater Cape
Town area, 5130 tons of ore upgraded to 30 % Mn was mined 1 km southeast of Hout Bay
between 1909 and 1911 for phosphoretic iron production and 300 tons of ore was mined from a
smaller deposit 2 km northeast of Hout Bay (Welsh, 1917). A small deposit with 4000 tons of
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inferred resource grading at 28.4 % Mn was prospected at a site 3 km north of Rooiels (Welsh,
1917; De Villiers, 1960). Near Du Toits Kloof Pass, 13 km east of Paarl, a deposit grading at 40
% Mn was mined in the 1870s as a decolouriser for glass and again in the 1880s for steel
manufacture (P.E. Spargo, pers. comm., 2001). The remaining inferred resource is 1000 tons of
ore (De Villiers, 1960). A smaller deposit, 6 km northeast of Franschhoek was mined over a
similar period (De Villiers, 1960; Gresse and Theron, 1992). A small quantity of ore was
exploited from a manganese-rich vein in shale of the Malmesbury Group on the farm Bosjesmans
Valley 218, 18 km northwest of Worcester, with 1000 tons of ore grading at 25 % Mn remaining
(De Villiers, 1960; Gresse and Theron, 1992). On the farm Assegaay Bosch 216, 23 km
southwest of Calitzdorp, manganese ore was exploited on a small scale in the 1950s from veins
in sandstone of the Table Mountain Group. The deposit on the farm Klipfontein 367, 22 km westsouthwest of Swellendam (Map 1), comprises manganese ore in fault breccia within the Rietvlei
Formation (Malan et al., 1994). It contains indicated resources of 480 kt grading at 38 % Mn and
was originally mined during the late 1970s before reopening in 2009 (J. Hattingh, pers. comm.,
2010). 3500 tons of ore per year are produced for steel manufacture in China and the processed
ore must be upgraded to contain less than one per cent phosphorous. Near Caledon Casino,
northeast of Caledon, manganese has precipitated in a fault breccia that is the conduit for thermal
spring water. De Villiers (1960) calculated indicated resources of 250 kt grading at 40 % Mn, but
the deposit cannot be exploited because it lies adjacent to the casino and thermal springs and the
high phosphorous content (2.31 % P2O5) is detrimental for steel manufacture (De Villiers, 1960).
In conclusion, manganese in the Western Cape Province has a low potential, since the deposits
are relatively small, much of the ore has been exploited and the high phosphorous content is
detrimental for steel manufacture.

Figure 54: Dark blue, botryoidal cryptomelane infilling brecciated sandstone of the
Peninsula Formation at the abandoned Ysterplaat Mine No. 2 on the farm Twee Riviers
Drift 62, 24 km east-southeast of Citrusdal.
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3.27 Other Mineral Commodities
Eleven other mineral commodities are present in the Western Cape, but do not at present have an
economic or potentially economic viability. Seven of these commodities were formerly exploited,
but have either been completely exploited or are no longer profitable due to changing economic
conditions.
Iron is present in the area between Klawer and Nuwerus (Map 3). The deposits generally
comprise massive gossaniferous ore that becomes irregular and tapers into veins at depth (Cole,
2013). The ore generally contains the minerals hematite, goethite and/or limonite and is hosted by
rocks of the Gifberg and Vanrhynsdorp Groups (Cole, 2013). Deposits with the highest economic
potential are hosted by the Aties Formation and some eight of these were exploited, but are now
all abandoned (Fig. 1). The largest deposit, Aties Iron Mine, is located on the farm Vaderlandsche
Rietkuil 308, 12 km east of Vredendal, and was exploited between 1975 and 1996 for use as a
flux in the manufacture of cement (De Beer et al., 2002). The average grade was 70 % Fe2O3 and
annual production was 50 kt. The indicated mineral reserves are about 0.5 million tons (Astrup et
al., 1998). The economic potential of the iron deposits has decreased due to their small size and
competition from other sources. The cement manufacturer, PPC, now uses iron from Saldanha
Steel for use as a flux in the manufacture of cement. One other iron deposit, which has been
completely exploited, occurs on the farm Vondeling 212, 7 km south of Piketberg (Map 3). It
consisted of ferricrete overlying weathered, pelitic arenite of the Berg River Formation and was
exploited between 1993 and1998 for use as a flux in the manufacture of cement at PPC’s De
Hoek factory near Piketberg (Cole, in preparation).
Silcrete is a hard, dense, siliceous rock that contains authigenic silica, which replaces other
minerals and the matrix of sediment, which is generally sand or gravel (Roberts, 2003). In the
Western Cape Province, most silcrete occurrences are thin (1 – 3 m) and commonly overlie
residual clay from deeply-weathered bedrock. They are pedogenic in origin and formed by
cementation of unconsolidated quartzose sediment from acidic groundwater under a warm,
humid climate during Early Tertiary to Quaternary times (Roberts, 2003). Silica (SiO2) contents
vary from about 90 to 98.7 per cent and they were mined on a small scale for the manufacture of
silica refractories in the Swellendam – Riversdale – Mossel Bay Districts at eight sites (Map 3)
until about 1993 (Malan et al., 1994). Here, the silcrete occurs in the form of a very fine-grained
“porcellanite”, which represents silicified claystone derived from residual weathering of the
Bokkeveld Group shales (Roberts, 2003). Grades average 98 per cent SiO2, but the small size of
the deposits and processing costs, including crushing, in contrast with the unconsolidated silica
sand near Cape Town (section 3.9) militate against renewed exploitation.
Clay classified as general clay (symbol Cy) is present at three sites in the Western Cape Province
(Map 2). Its classification is based upon a sparsity of information, which would otherwise enable
a more specific classification to be made, or its application, which falls outside the normal
applications for clay, e.g. brick-making. On the farm Holvlei 120, 7 km west-southwest of
Vredenburg, a kaolinitic clay deposit totalling 1.6 million cubic metres or 2.56 MT was proved
by Alpha Limited (now Afrisam (SA) (Pty) Ltd) in 1996 (Wood, 1997). It is a residual clay and
formed as a result of deep weathering of the Hoedjiespunt Granite. The clay was destined for use
in a proposed cement manufacturing plant at Saldanha, which will exploit limestone of the
Prospect Hill Formation (section 3.4). It was planned to mine 40 000 m3 of clay per annum for
use in the cement slurry process (Wood 1997), but the development is still pending. On Lot 169,
3 km west-northwest of Riversdale, residual clay of the Kirkwood Formation mudstone is present
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and can probably be used for brick clay (section 3.2). On the farm Assegaaibosch 101, 12 km
north-northwest of Riversdale, clay is associated with shale of the Gydo Formation, but no other
data is available. Mixed-layer clays (80 % illite and 20 % montmorillonite) occur in a small
outlier of the Kirkwood Formation on the farm Snymans Kraal 358, 13 km west-northwest of
Albertinia (Malan et al., 1994; Horn and Strydom, 1998). These olive-green clays are 1.5 m thick
and were exploited in the late 1960s and early 1970s by G & W Base and Industrial Minerals. In
1974, 40 tons per month were produced, but mining stopped in 1983 (Malan at al., 1994).
Sepiolite represents an end member of the sepiolite-palygorskite series of smectitic clays with
sepiolite being high in Mg and palygorskite containing Mg and Al in equal proportions (Horn and
Strydom, 1998). Sepiolite is used as absorbants and adsorbents, a thickener in paints, sealing
cements and adhesives, a sealant in dam walls and toxic waste, and as a carrier in the paper
industry (Horn and Strydom, 1998). Two deposits are present in the Western Cape Province, i.e.
on the farm Brakvlei 159, 36 km northwest of Lutzville and on the farm De Boom 273, 9 km east
of Strandfontein, Van Rhynsdorp District (Map 2). The first deposit is associated with gypsum,
kieselguhr and dolomite and is known as the Witvlakte deposit (Cole, 2013). The deposit lies
below a pan over an areal extent of about 3 km2 with the dolomite forming a dolcrete on the pan
floor, which grades down into very light grey clay containing sepiolite, kieselguhr and gypsum
(Martini, 1987). The dolcrete is between 0.3 and 1 m thick, contains about 75 % dolomite, has an
inferred resource of several million tons, but has not been exploited (Martini, 1987). At least 1.5
metres of clay are present below the dolcrete and a borehole intersected 8.3 metres of clay
overlying sand (Cole and Roberts, 1995). Powdery and crystalline gypsum is present in the clay
immediately below the dolcrete over a thickness of up to 0.5 m (Visser et al., 1963). It was mined
in 1960, when 500 tons of high-grade gypsum were produced for dental plaster (Visser et al.,
1963). An indicated resource of 5000 tons is reported, but the total for the entire pan is probably
far higher (Visser et al., 1963). The clay below the dolcrete also contains finely dispersed and
lumpy kieselguhr (diatomaceous earth) and sepiolite. A kieselguhr reserve of 8000 tons has been
reported (Kent, 1976) and it is mainly exploited for use as a filter aid and as a filler in plastics,
paper and rubber (Strydom 1998). Sepiolite was identified in the upper 5.5 m of clay from a
borehole, where XRD results showed 18 and 8 % sepiolite in two samples (Cole, 2013). The
sepiolite has an inferred resource of 100 kt (Toens and Rozendaal, 1997). The Witvlakte deposit
has only marginally been exploited with the removal of 500 tons of gypsum. There are significant
resources of sepiolite, dolcrete and gypsum, together with 8000 tons of kieselguhr, but further
investigations are needed, since the sepiolite, gypsum and kieselguhr share the same host-clay,
which could militate against efficient extraction of these commodities. The second deposit on De
Boom 273 also contains palygorskite and dolomite (Cole, 2013). The dolomite is in the form of
dolcrete of average thickness 3 m, which caps low cliffs north and south of the ephemeral
Sandlaagte River and overlies sepiolite- and palygorskite-bearing claystone up to 16 m thick and
averaging 3.6 m (Cole, 2013). A grab sample of dolcrete yielded 73 % dolomite and an indicated
resource of 1 Mt has been calculated (Visser and Toerien, 1971). The base of the claystone is
obscured by sandy alluvium deposited by the Sandlaagte River. A grab sample of claystone
yielded 37 % sepiolite, 23 % palygorskite (attapulgite), 30 % quartz, 5 % halite and 4 % feldspar.
An inferred resource of 150 kt of sepiolite/palygorskite was calculated using an average thickness
of 3.6 m, a length of 1.5 km and a width of 30 m for both sides of the river valley (Cole, 2013). A
yield of 30 per cent was used based on the 60 per cent for the grab sample. None of the
commodities at the De Boom 273 site has been exploited. The deposits at the two sites are not
well-constrained and sample analysis is limited. Further exploration in the form of channel
sampling and grid drilling is required in order to determine the economic viability of these
deposits.
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Nickel occurs at two localities in southern Namaqualand. The largest deposit named Hondekloof,
is located on the farm Nuwefontein 6, 4 km west of Kliprand (Map 3; Hamman et al., 1996). The
ore consists of irregularly shaped, structurally attenuated, massive magmatic, sulphide bodies that
are hosted by gabbro-norite within augen gneiss of the Grootberg Gneiss (Hamman et al., 1996;
Council for Geoscience, 2011). The ore minerals are pyrrhotite, cobaltian pentlandite,
chalcopyrite and pyrite and indicated resources of the two largest sulphide bodies are 2 MT
grading at 0.88 % Ni, 0.2 % Cu and 410 ppm Co (Hamman et al., 1996). The deposit was
discovered and first prospected in 1979 by O’okiep Copper Company and again in 2007 by
Lehumo Resources (Internet, 2007). A feasibility study was conducted, but plans for mining were
abandoned due to the high infrastructure costs and excessive transport distances to a nickel
refining plant (J. Hattingh, pers. comm., 2011). An occurrence of nickel is present in the southern
corner of the farm Olifants River Settlement 312, 12 km north-northwest of Lutzville (Map 3). A
grab sample retrieved from an outcrop of massive, coarse-grained amphibolite of the Droekraal
Amphibolite yielded anomalous values of nickel - 532 ppm and MgO – 27.64 % (Kröner, 1968;
Cole, 2013). This outcrop forms one of a series within an area 800 m northwest by 300 m
southwest. The Droekraal Amphibolite consists predominantly of tremolite and small amounts of
olivine, which have been altered to serpentine and iddingsite (Jansen, 1960; De Beer et al., 2002).
Kröner (1968) suggested that the high nickel content, together with a high magnesium content,
were indicative of an ultrabasic igneous origin and that the parent rock was most probably a
norite or pyroxenite plug that had intruded the igneous precursors of the Little Namaqualand
Suite (De Beer et al., 2002). It was later altered to amphibolite by retrograde metamorphism with
fluids migrating along a northwest-trending Pan-African Orogenic fault, which transects the
igneous body (Council for Geoscience, 2001; De Beer et al., 2002). The mineral host of the
nickel has not been determined and further investigations are required, in order to assess the
economic potential of the deposit.
In the Greater Cape Town area, there are eight abandoned mines and one unexploited deposit in
tin (Fig. 1; Map 3). The tin is present in cassiterite, which crystallised from hydrothermal fluids
associated with emplacement of the Cape Granite Suite. Some of the ore deposits contain
tungsten and these were described in section 3.22. The ore mostly occurs in lodes in endo- and
exogranitic settings, but one deposit, Vredehoek Tin Mine, comprises a stockwork of veins in
shale of the Malmesbury Group (Rozendaal and Scheepers, 1995) and another deposit, The Creek
Mine, is an alluvial gravel placer that occupies a palaeochannel with the cassiterite being derived
from the catchment area further east, where tin-bearing lodes are present in the granitic Kuils
River Hills (Hill and Brunke, 1981). Approximately 28 tons of cassiterite concentrate and 5 tons
of wolframite concentrate were exploited from the lodes in granite of the Kuils River Batholith
between 1902 and 1919 (Fig. 51; Hill and Brunke, 1981). An average yield of almost 3% tin over
a stoping width of one metre was reported (Krige, 1921). However, the bulk of the tin production
in the Kuils River area was exploited from the alluvial gravel placer of The Creek Mine, where
750 tons of cassiterite concentrate was obtained between 1905 and 1956 (Hill and Brunke, 1981).
The unexploited deposit on the farm Rosendal 249, 4 km northeast of Kuils River, consists of an
endogranitic lode 250 m long in the form of a quartz vein 0.45 m thick with a channel assay of
0.2 % Sn (Hill and Brunke, 1981). Further prospecting is needed in order to determine the
economic viability. The Vredehoek Tin Mine worked between 1911 and 1912 when 4 tons of
cassiterite concentrate were produced from ore with an average grade of 0.6 % Sn (Spargo,
1991). Two exogranitic lodes in the form of quartz veins in shale of the Malmesbury Group in
the Tygerberg Hills were worked on a small scale between 1909 and 1910. The average grade is
0.34 % Sn, but production figures are unknown (Hill and Brunke, 1981). The tin deposits in the
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Greater Cape Town area are not considered to be economically-viable (section 3.22).
Some of the gold occurrences in the Western Cape Province are associated with the hydrothermal
activity of the Cape Granite Suite. Gold normally occurs sporadically as a secondary product with
tin and is hosted by pyrite and arsenopyrite (Rozendaal and Scheepers, 1995). Concentrations are
generally low, e.g. 0.1 ppm at Kuiperskraal Tin Mine, 8 km northwest of Durbanville (Cole,
2003). However, at Lion’s Head Gold Mine on Signal Hill in Cape Town, gold is the only
mineral commodity. It is hosted by pyrite in hydrothermal quartz veins along the contact of
granite and Malmesbury Group hornfels. The average grade is 24.5 ppm and it was prospected by
means of a 45 m-deep shaft between 1886 and 1888, but production figures are unknown
(Spargo, 2010). Five abandoned gold mines are present in the area northeast of Prince Albert
(Map 3). These comprise one vein deposit and four alluvial placer deposits. The vein deposit is
an east-trending quartz vein in sandstone of the Beaufort Group on the farm Ganze Kraal 25, 45
km northeast of Prince Albert (Rossouw and De Villiers, 1952). However, the origin, grade and
production are unknown. The alluvial placer deposits were worked between 1870 and 1920 from
sandy sediments in present stream beds and nuggets up to 67 grams in weight were recovered
(Rossouw and De Villiers, 1952). Primary gold in quartz veins hosted in sandstone of the Table
Mountain Group occurs in the area northwest of Knysna (Map 3). Alluvial gravel placers are also
present (Ward and Wilson, 1998). The now exploited Millwood deposit on Millwood Forest
Reserve 112, 17 km north-northwest of Knysna extracted gold from quartz veins and 127 kg of
recovered gold was declared between 1887 and 1900 (Ward and Wilson, 1998). The gold
deposits in the Western Cape Province are small and have mostly been worked out or lie within
nature reserves and there is a very low potential for further exploitation.
Pseudocoal deposits are concentrated in an area centred on Merweville (Map 2). Pseudocoal is a
brittle, lustrous, jet-black material that resembles anthracite and occurs as vertical and subvertical, north-northwest trending veins, which intersect sandstone and mudstone of the Beaufort
Group (Cole and Vorster, 1999). A sub-horizontal vein is present on the farm Wilgebosch Kloof
2, 34 km west-northwest of Merweville (Rossouw, 1957). Vein lengths are between 230 and 1
320 m, thicknesses do not exceed 2.1 m and they disseminate into a series of narrow veins and
veinlets at depth (Rossouw, 1957). The veins transect the gently-folded strata and are thought to
follow tensional fractures caused by tectonic relaxation directly after the last phase of folding of
the Cape Orogeny during the Late Triassic (Cole and Vorster, 1999). These fractures cracked
deeper oil-bearing reservoirs, which were almost over-mature due to deep burial. Heavy oil
and/or bitumen migrated up the fractures and hardened into pseudocoal due to pressure release
and degradation (Parnell et al., 1996; Cole and Vorster, 1999). Calorific values in a fresh sample
measure 34.3 MJ/kg and they were mined at 9 sites in the region of Merweville for fuel during
the late 1800s (Rossouw, 1957). Many of the deposits are almost depleted and only the subhorizontal vein on the farm Wilgebosch Kloof 2 contains sufficient resources for further
development (Van Vuuren, 1976). Pseudocoal was also exploited from a deposit on the farm
Oude Bosch 96, 18 km northeast of Heidelberg (Map 2). Here, six veins intersect gravels of
Tertiary age and extend down into veinlets, which penetrate the underlying Bokkeveld Group
shale (Cole and Roberts, 1998). The deposit was mined for fuel between 1939 and 1940.
Pyrophyllite is a hydrated, aluminium silicate and has similar physical properties to talc (Astrup
and Horn, 1998). They are used for several industrial applications such as ceramics, tiles and
refractories. In the Western Cape Province, pyrophyllite is restricted to an area known as
Waaihoek some 18 km northwest of Worcester, where four deposits occur in shear zones within
shale of the Norree Formation (Map 1; Potgieter, 1950; Astrup and Horn, 1998). It is of suitable
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quality for use in ceramics, but the resources are limited to less than 10 kt (Gresse and Theron,
1992; Astrup and Horn, 1998).
Slate and hornfels of the Malmesbury Group were quarried in Cape Town and on Robben Island
for building stone from 1666 until the 1960s. These rocks are extremely durable, but are not
easily worked owing to a prominent cleavage, along which fracturing occurs (Wybergh, 1932;
Hall et al., 1993). However on Robben Island where two abandoned quarries are located (Map 3),
the Malmesbury Group strata lie on the crests of broad anticlines and stone blocks can be split,
using a cleavage perpendicular to the strike of the anticlinal crest (Hall et al., 1993). The southern
quarry on the island, Jan Van Riebeeck’s Quarry, provided stone for the Castle gateway in 1682
(Hall et al., 1993) and intermittently for paving stones and gravestones until 1999. The northern
quarry, Rangatira Bay Quarry, also worked intermittently over a long period and was used to
build the maximum-security prison on the island in the 1960s (SAGA, 1998). Two other quarries
in Cape Town that were used principally for stone aggregate (section 3.1.3), also provided small
quantities of building stone. Strand Street Quarry provided stone for the Castle between 1666 and
1684 and Kloof Quarry provided stone for several buildings in Cape Town in the late 1800s and
early 1900s (Cole, 2002). The Malmesbury Group slate and hornfels, which is present in the
Greater Cape Town area, is used for stone aggregate (section 3.1.3) and is unlikely to be used
again for dimension stone as it is difficult to dress. However, it is occasionally used for building
refurbishments, for example paving stones at the Slave Museum in Cape Town, which were
extracted from Jan Van Riebeeck’s Quarry on Robben Island in 1999.
Ten other mineral commodities are present in the Western Cape Province, but these have no
economic potential and have never been mined. The deposits are small and of low grade or the
mineral is associated with a more valuable commodity. They comprise graphite (6 occurrences),
copper (4 occurrences hosted by the Cape Granite Suite), molybdenum (1 occurrence hosted by
the Cape Granite Suite, but a possible viable co-product at the Riviera tungsten deposit (section
3.22)), zeolite (co-products at 4 abandoned bentonite deposits in the Heidelberg – Riversdale
Basin (section 3.12)), peat (8 occurrences; 5 in the Cape Town urban area), barite (3 occurrences
– veins), kyanite (3 occurrences in Namaqualand), sillimanite (1 occurrence in Namaqualand),
vein quartz (2 occurrences) and lithium (1 occurrence in spring water near Beaufort West).

4.

CONCLUSIONS

There are twenty six mineral commodities in the Western Cape Province, which have an
economic or potentially economic viability for exploitation. Nineteen commodities can be
grouped into resource fields and these have been captured as separate layers on ARC-GIS. The
distribution of the resource fields will be important for town and rural planners, environmental
organisations and botanists. The report is accompanied by an updated database, which gives the
position of each mineral site and the status of deposits in terms of working mines, abandoned
mines and minerals, unexploited. The most important mineral commodities in the Western Cape
are: stone aggregate, brick clay, building sand, limestone, diamonds, dolomite, heavy minerals,
rare earth elements, silica sand, plastic clay, gypsum, bentonite, phosphate, dimension stone –
granite, tungsten, uranium and shale gas. Resources of building sand in the Greater Cape Town
area are limited and new resources from other regions or crushed sand from Table Mountain
Group sandstone east of this area will have to be utilised. The other construction materials –
stone aggregate, brick clay and limestone (for use in cement manufacture) are in abundant supply.
Heavy minerals, rare earth elements and tungsten are restricted to only single or two deposits.
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The energy minerals uranium and shale gas have not been exploited. There are approximately 20
000 tons U in the identified resource category, but the uranium price must rise to higher
sustainable levels before exploitation becomes viable. More exploration is required in order to
assess the economic viability of shale gas. Resources of the other commodities are adequate for at
least another 50 years of production.

5.
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FILE NAME: Western Cape mineral resource project
Western Cape mineral resource
project\folders (Mineral data; Mineral point
data; Layout)
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Scale digitised at
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Data Copyright
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Full Path
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Project leader
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Datum
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DETAILED NOTES
Purpose: The occurrence of a mineral resource is determined by the geological settings of a
region. The aim of this project is to determine the economic or potential economic minerals in
the Western Cape Province. A total of twenty six mineral commodities with an economic or
potentially economic viability for exploitation out of thirty seven have been delineated in the
Province. In approximate order of economic importance and present exploitation status, these
comprise stone aggregate, brick clay, building sand, limestone, dolomite, diamonds, heavy
minerals, rare earth elements, silica sand, plastic clay, gypsum, bentonite, salt, phosphate,
dimension stone – granite, dimension stone – sandstone, gravel, kaolin, industrial sand, uranium,
shale gas, tungsten, dimension stone – marble, mineral pigment, lignite and manganese.
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Methodology: The distribution and areal extent of the resource fields were captured from a
variety of sources and drawn manually on stable transparent paper on scales of 1:50 000 and
1:250 000. The manually-drawn fields were scanned and captured (digitised) onto ARC-GIS as
shape files. The resource fields were constrained and verified by use of the Council for
Geoscience’s mineral database, namely the South African Minerals Database (SAMINDABA),
which has the following information for each mineral site: 1) Locality details; 2) Deposit size and
status of deposit; 3) Level of exploration; 4) Level of exploitation; 5) Host rocks and their
stratigraphy; 6) Ore body size and description; 7) Level of sampling, geochemistry and grade of
mineral commodity in ore and; 8) Data references. The comprehensive databases and description
of mineral deposits and resource fields for the 1:250 000-scale published 3318 Cape Town (Cole,
2003) and 3222 Sutherland (Cole and Vorster, 1999) metallogenic maps, as well as the
unpublished 3118 Calvinia (Cole, 2013) and 3218 Clanwilliam (Cole, in preparation)
metallogenic maps were also utilised.
Information on each individual mineral commodity at a specific locality is contained on an Xcel
database that was derived from SAMINDABA and the Department of Mineral Resources
directories of operating mines and quarries (Motsoenyane, 2011; Lourens, 2012, 2013). These
were converted to points database file on ARC-GIS.
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